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Students warned not 
to drink and drive
Nick Coiiry their system, ,Ket>rdiiig to a press heeaiise he did not have his ilri\er's
MLsrAN., i.Aiis rele.ise by SLOPD. license,"said Peter Hubbard,SLOPI)
Additional violations included "a Trati'u Si^ t. "The driver, a local male 
I he days ot slnvers breaking 1 )U1 , , 1 1 i /> i i. 1 n ' 1  1 1 1 1 ^ ^ driver who w.is asked by a C.al I'oly college student, tied from the clieck-
point at a high speed andlaw s have yet to go by the wayside.
On Sep. 23, the San Luis 
Obispo Police
Department (SLOP!)) 
conducted a DUI check­
point at the intersection of 
Santa Rosa and Oak 
streets. Between Itkl.S 
p.m. and 2:30 a.m.,
SLOPD screened S34 
vehicles, and arrested four
IJ you're over 21, your license will he 
suspended for at least six months and 
underage DUI's will have a suspended 
license for at least one year.^^
—  PETER HUBBARD 
SIO IM ) T rjttii S^t
stiulents, two of them from C'al Polv,. , 1 1  1 ■ police officer to report to a sec-and cited two other drivers under ' '
i 1--11 1 1 1 1  ondarv screening point near campus,the age ot 21 tor having alcohol in • '
•aid.
hit a fire hydrant near 
I2f)2 Hath.iw.iy St., then 
dm\e off."
The vehicle was founsl 
in a local apartment com­
plex, and was later 
impounded. The driver 
was identified and w ill be 
charged with a hit and 
run, as well as evading a 
police otf'icer, Hubbard
see DUI, page 2
California Faculty Association sued
Chris Gunn
M U srA N I. DAIIY
The Right to Work Cannmittee, 
based in Virginia, has sued the 
(^ilifornia Faculty Association alleg­
ing that the CTA has been using 
non-member agency funds for polit­
ical action.
“Money coming from non-mem­
bers is not spent on politics,” CTA 
Communications Director Alice 
Sunshine said. "We think that this is 
a frivolous lawsuit, trying to prevent 
teachers from speaking out about 
propositions 74, 75 and 7b, which 
are bad for education."
CTA members pay annual dues.
which are used on matters concern­
ing the union as well as collective 
bargaining agreements.These dictate 
salaries and contractual stipulations 
for teachers.
C'alifornia teachers are not 
required to join the union, but those 
who do not join are required to pay 
agency fees, which help finance col­
lective bargaining agreements that 
benefit all C'alifornia teachers.
“They are trying to stop teachers 
from sending money in order to 
communicate ' on political issues," 
Sunshine said.
Sunshine said that The Right to 
Work CAimmittee is a corporate- 
funded entity that claims to support
workers, but is working for its own 
agenda.
“Some people don't agree with 
the union speaking on politics, but 
most people do think that the union 
should speak on politics,” Sunshine 
said.
Proposition 7b would take away 
$4 billion fnitn public schools, and 
allow the governor to freely cut 
schools and state universities, 
according to a CTA press release.
Proposition 75 would prevent 
publicly funded entities from speak­
ing out against budget cuts, specifi­
cally among teachers, nurses, fire­
fighter and police, according to the 
CTA.
w w w. 111II s t a II g d a i I . 11 e t
Collision under 
investigation
Emily Rancer
MUSIANI. DAIlY
All investigation is underw.iy as 
to what caused a fire truck to run 
a red light and crash into a car car­
rying twv) C^ il Poly students on 
Friday.
4 he collision injured the car's 
driver, biology junior .Athena 
Norton, fracturing her rib.
P.issenger Mia W hite, a nutrition 
senior and president of the ('al 
Poly Democr.its club, suffered 
minor scrapes and bruises.
1 he lire engine was part of thè 
C'alifornia Department of Forestry 
sent in from Sonoma ('ounty. I he 
San Luis Obispo Fire Department 
sent several engines down to 
Southern C\ilifornia to control thè 
wild fires and filled in with ones 
from other counties.
laigineer Ohleii Briant, 2S of 
S.mta Rosa, was driving thè C'DI 
truck at thè time of thè acculent.
“He had a firefighter m thè cab 
and a firefighter in thè back end of
see (Tash, page 2
Graphic
Communication 
department awarded
Ifet,--.
COl'RTF.SY PHOTO
Xerox presented the award to GrC professor l>orraine Donegan at a 
graphic arts exposition in Chicago.
Brittany Ridley
MUSTANI. IIAIIY
The Xerox Printing Innovation 
Award w'as originally a competi­
tion for professional printing com­
panies throughout the country. But 
three years ago, C'al Poly's graphic 
communication department (CiK.) 
decided that it had the resources 
and the talent to compete with the 
best.
After its third year of entering a
publication, “4-forty Magazine: A 
C'ompilation of Student W'ork,” the 
CirC' 440 (Magazine and 
Newspaper Design Technology) 
cl.iss was awarded second place.
“This award is for professionals 
that h.»ve the highest technologs 
for achievement," said Harvey 
Levenson, head of the graphic 
communication department, “We 
said, ‘Look, it doesn't say that
see Award, page 2
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DUI
a m t i i u i c d  t r o m  p a g e  1
A week following the incidents, 
C ’al I'oly President Warren Ikiker sent 
out a mass e-niail to students con­
cerning his thoughts on drinking.
"Within the last few weeks, seven 
C\il l\dy students have been arrested 
ort'-campus for underage drinking. 
Please avoid placing ytnirselves in sit­
uations that might jeopardize your 
long-term health and well-being, 
your future at the universiu’ or your 
career goals,” Baker said in the e- 
mail.
Students do not realize the long­
term consequences when they 
decide to drink and drive, Hubbard 
said.
“ If you’re over 21, your license 
will be suspended for at least six 
months. Underage DUI’s will have a 
suspended license for at Ie,ist one 
year." Hubbard said. “Many people 
do not think of the price they will 
have to pay over the long haul when 
they receive a DUI. For example, 
their insurance costs will increase 
immensely.”
Within the next near, SLOP!) is 
planning various screening check­
points around highly trafficked areas 
in San Luis C')bispo and near Cal 
Poly. Hubbard said the police depart­
ment plans to target major roadw-ays 
in order to stop drivers of all ages 
from drinking and driving.
Hubbard said that a majority of 
DUI’s occur around the holid.iy sea­
son. with ages ranging from early 20s 
to late 40s and 50s.
The SLC^Pl) will continue to 
push its Designated Driver program.
Award
coniinued trom page 1 
schools can’t compete, so why 
not?”’
Students enrolled in the class 
determined the genre and target 
audience for their magazine, often 
using their own artwork, phoUig- 
raphy and articles when designing 
each of the pages, said Lorraine 
1 )onegan, assistant professor for the 
graphic communication depart­
ment and (ir( ' 440 professor.
“W'hen I started teaching this 
class I said,‘C?an we print a maga­
zine?’ And everyone was like ‘1 
don’t know,”’ Donegal! said.
In seven weeks, the students 
were required to provide a cover 
logo, fn)Ut cover design, back page 
advertisement, masthead, table of 
contents, editorial content and a 
two-page feature spread.
“The project spans over the first 
seven weeks of the quarter and 
then the last three weeks,” said 
Dongan.“Bob Pmkin.CirC' techni­
cian and I work together on print­
ing and producing the magazine.”
Xerox presented the award to 
Donegal! on Oct. 3 at a graphic 
arts exposition in Chicago.
The company was impressed 
with the success Cal Poly’s graphic 
communication department.
which had used tools donated by 
the Xerox C?orp., Donegal! said.
“They were so impressed that 
nuntber one, these stiulents were 
doing great work, and number 
two, they were utilizing their 
equipment,” Donegal! said. 
“What’s great is that it h.is really 
brought C!al Poly into this and they 
(Xemx) are saying ‘Wow, C]al Poly 
is utilizing this technology'.’”
1 )(!iiegan has not only succeed­
ed within her department, but has 
also been recognized for her 
accomplishments by (?al Poly.
“This year she won the 
Prestigious University Adviser of 
the Year. She was voted No. 1 
adviser in the whole university,” 
Levensoi! said. “Lorraine’s knowl­
edge balances creativity and tech­
nology. She is astute when it comes 
to digital media, she manages our 
Web site and she is very studious in 
print/non-print digital imaging.”
I )onegan said that she looks for­
ward to re-entering a new “4-forty 
Magazine” next year, and winning 
first place.
“The objective of this project is 
for the students to learn the 
process of preparing digital files for 
submission,” Donegan said. “The 
students do such a great job at this 
and they really love it.”
For up to date news 
visit the Mustang Daily^s Web site at:
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Crash
continued trom page 1 
the engine,” Cd)F Investigator 
Mike C?ole said.
T he cause of the accident is still 
under investigation and the police 
report has not yet been finished. 
Whether or not Briant will be 
cited is also unknown.
Because the fire truck w'as dam­
aged in the collision, Sonoma 
C'.ounty sent down another truck 
to replace it, and took Briant back 
to his unit.
(?ole said he is looking into 
whether Briant’s unfamiliarity with 
the area was a factor in the acci­
dent. Briant might be penalized for
causing he cnish.
“The process is reviewed very 
carefully,” Ciole said. “And if the 
circumstances dictate disciplinary 
actions, disciplinary actions will be 
taken.”
The fire truck was on its way to 
a medical call at (lamp San Luis 
when it crashed into Norton’s car 
at the intersection of Marsh and 
Santa Kosa streets.
The engine had its siren on, but 
Norton said she never heard it.
“We didn’t see it coming at all,” 
White said. “We had a green light 
and we were going through the 
intersection and 1 think I heard the 
siren about half a second before it 
hit us.”
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The path you choose  today  
can lead to t o m o r r o w ’s su cc es s .
State Compensat i on i nsurance Fund
If you're ready to apply your knowledge arid skills in the 
post graduation job market, then toss your hat in with 
State Fund,
State Fund, the leading workers'compensatior! insurance 
carrier in California, is interested in graduates seeking 
oii^tunuy and stability. We offer a wide range of 
positions throughout California, fSus an environment 
that will foster your continued growth.
At State fund you'll find exceptional benefits, 
professional training to expand your hon/ons, and 
many advancement possibilities.
learn how you can join us by visiting www.scrf.com or 
by contacting Human Resources at 41S-S65-1 111.
Then launch your career v/ith State Fund and rise to 
new heights.
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•Legal
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Driverless V W  firom Stanford 
wins $2 m illion robot race
"•‘A V»'«#
vV
ASSCX IATEI) PRESS
Twenty-three robots raced to crisscross 132 miles of rough desert and 
mountain trails without a human driver or remote control. The 
Stanford racing team’s vehicle finished in first place.
Alicia Chang
ASSOCIATED PRESS
PKIMM, Nev. — A driverless 
Volkswagen won a $2 million race 
across the rugged Nevada desert on 
Saturday, beating four other robot- 
guided vehicles that completed a 
Pentagon-sponsored contest aimed 
at making warfare safer for humans.
The race displayed major techno­
logical leaps since last years inaugur­
al race, when none of the self-dri­
ving vehicles crossed the finish line.
Stanley theVWTouareg, designed 
by Stanford University, zipped
p
kÌM.
through the 132-mile Mojave 
Desert course in six hours and 53 
minutes Saturday, using only its 
computer brain and sensors to navi­
gate rough and twisting desert and 
mountain trails. The Stanford team 
celebrated by popping champagne 
and pouring it over the mud-cov­
ered Stanley.
“This car, to me, is really a piece 
of history,” Stanford computer sci­
entist Sebastian Thrun said Sunday 
after receiving an oversized check 
for the $2 million prize, funded by
see Race, page 4
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Critics say explorers holiday questionable
Megan Cox
OKLAHOMA DAILY (U. OKLAHOMA)
NORMAN, Okla. — Observance 
of Cfolumbus Day, a federal holiday 
honoring Christopher Columbus, 
has become a nationwide controver­
sy as some schools cancel classes for 
the day while others do not.
Part of the controversy lies in the 
fact that many Native Americans do 
not feel that C'hristopher Columbus, 
the explorer the holiday was named 
after, should be honored as a nation­
al hero.
Nicholas Wahpepah, American 
Indian Student Association public 
aft'airs representative and psychology 
senior, said he has never observed the 
holiday. He said C'olumbLis was a 
man who saw Native Americans only 
as slaves and that he and his men used 
brutal methods to subdue Native 
Americans.
Wahpepah said other Native 
Americans he knows also choose not 
to commemorate C'olumbus Day.
Rambo said there are other feder­
al holidays that are nott included as 
vacation days, such as Presidents Day 
and Veterans Day.
Amber Pointer, marketing sopho­
more, said she would like to have the 
day off from classes because she 
always has in the past, but she under­
stands the controversy it could cause. 
“They can give the day another des­
ignation so it doesn’t create any 
(racial) waves,” she said.
Rambo said the choice to have 
class is not based on the ideology sur­
rounding the holiday, but on the lim­
ited number of vacation days 
allowed.
But, many students and faculty are 
still discussing the controversy, and 
Clara Sue Kidwell, director of Native 
American Studies at OU, said she 
thinks talking about the Columbus 
1 )ay controversy is a good exercise in 
education. She said the day “glorifies 
one of the myths of American histo- 
ry.”
Kidwell said that instead of renam­
ing the holiday in honor of Native 
Americans, which has been suggest­
ed in past years, it might be better to 
create a holiday in the month of 
November, which is Native 
American month.
(folumbus Day was first observed 
by the state of Cxtlorado in 1905 to 
commemorate Columbus sailing to 
America in 1492. It was named a 
federal public holiday by President
Johnson in 1968. Although Native 
Americans have protested parades in 
the past, many Italian Americans 
continue to celebrate the day and 
feel it is an important part of their 
heritage.
Cdiris Romannose, Native 
American Studies sophomore and 
vice president of the American 
Indian Student Association, said he 
has never thought the controversy 
over ('olumbus Day was a big deal.
“I’m glad we don’t have it ofi'(at 
OU), and I don’t think we should,” 
he said. “What did ('olumbus really 
contribute?”
Erin Siillins, elementary education 
senior, said cultural clashes like this 
have been discussed in her classes. 
“It’s good to talk about both per­
spectives, but it may not be best to 
have a day off for (CAilumbtis),” she 
said.
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what is the law?
A w e a p o n  to  be w ie ld e d ?
Or more than that?
A set o f tools.
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Explore  the wide scope of the law
in a school devoted to the big picture.
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W om en s tr u s e  w ith decisions 
reg^ding balance o f family, career
Meredith Bowen
DAILY ORANGE (SYRACUSE)
SYRACUSE, N.Y. — The choice 
between being a stay-at-home 
mother or a working woman may be 
a fiir more complex decision for 
middle-class college women than 
recent surveys of graduates and cur­
rent students seem to make it.
Surveys of past and current Yale 
University women show nearly half 
of women name mothering as their 
primary occupation by age 40. 
Subsequent surveys of current stu­
dents showed that nearly 30 percent 
plan to stop working to raise their 
children.
The same decision for Syracuse 
University women is not as black 
and white, reflecting constantly 
changing attitudes about a womans 
role at home and the workplace, as 
well as economic differences.
“There’s still kind of a judgment 
on both sides,” said sophomore busi­
ness major Elizabeth Swanson. 
“Some women in business look 
down on women who stay home, 
but then there’s also that guilt about 
leaving the kids home with a 
stranger.”
Interviews with 18 current female 
students showed a desire to experi­
ence both the hearth and the board 
room and a realization that most 
marriages do not end in white pick­
et fences and happily ever after.
Fifteen said they would consider 
being stay-at-home mothers only 
after working for a few years, many 
adding they would stay at home only 
if it was financially easy to do so and 
only until their children were ready 
for school.
None said they want to have chil­
dren right after college. Many hoped 
to work for a few years, gaining 
experience in their fields and enjoy­
ing their youth before taking a few 
years off to raise their children. Most 
said they plan on returning to work 
part time after their children start 
school.
This is the option mathematics 
professor Kari Shaw took after her 
sons Connor, 12, and Tiernen, 8, 
were in preschool. Shaw chose to 
return to teaching part time.Though 
it was hard to leave things such as 
tenure and research behind, Shaw 
said she has no regrets.
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Ftiturtng, "BATMAN BEGINS"
Tutsday, Octobtr 11
8:15 p.ffl. kt Chumash AudK|||lMii*FREE
Tuesdays this fa8. catch the stirnder's biggest hits before they are 
available on home video. This we|k. director Christopher Nolan 
explores the ongtns of the Bainnaillagend and the Dark Kmghfs 
emergence as a force for good« Gotham City. Seating « firs t come, 
first served Brmg your pillows. bUdiats and chairs to make the party 
more comfyl
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Featuring CRITlCMiE 
Thursday, October 13 
11-noon In the UU Plaza-FREE
U U  G A L L E R Y
Featuring THE SLOWAr
In the UU Gallery through Friday, Oct. 14 • FREE
The exhibit features large photographic prints of San Luis Obispo 
landmarks and is on (hspiay Monday • Friday from 8 a m. to 5 p.m.
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FLOGGING MOLLY, live in concert 
Saturday, October 15
Show at 8 p.m., doors open at 7 p.m • in the Rec Center
Flogging MoHy will perform with special guests Go Betty Go and 
Voodoo Glow Skulls! Tickets are on sale at ak Vaktbx outlets including 
valHtix com and the Mustar>g Ticket Office for $20 plus a handling fee
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“Em. 11 if I diiln't have to, I still 
would have gone back,” SKaw saitl. 
“It’s nice to be around adults, and to 
just get out of the house to do what 
you’re trained to do.”
Though her husband. Declan 
Quinn, also a mathematics professor, 
would love to be home with the 
children more often, differences in 
pay and benefits made it better for 
the family for her to be part time, 
she said.
Several of the SU women said 
having professional or work skills 
was an important backup in case a 
marriage failed.
Having an escape plan and realiz­
ing most marriages are not perfect is 
an important part of making the 
decision to be a full-time mother, 
said Linda Alcoff, director of 
women’s studies.
“There’s still so much naivet?” 
Alcoff said. “You make all these 
plans, and then the world inter­
venes.”
O f the three SU women who said 
they would not want to be a full 
time mother at any point, one based 
her decision on a personal under­
standing of the risks.
Sophomore political science 
major Jessalyn Mastrianni’s parents 
divorced when she was young, leav­
ing her stay-at-home mother bank­
rupt.
“It’s all about your personal expe­
riences,” Mastrianni said. “But 1 just 
wouldn’t want that to happen to 
me.
Alcoff was able attend school by 
putting her children in government- 
subsidized day care, paying $1 per 
week. However, affordable day care 
and more rights for mothers on 
maternity leave are constant losing 
battles, Alcoff said.
According to a spring 1999 
Census survey, the most recent on 
the topic, mothers ages 25 to 38 pay 
an average of $90 per week for 
childcare.
“Not everybody has the option to 
he a stay-at-home mom,” Alcoff said. 
“The Ivy League kids probably can. 
One of the theories is that parents 
send their children to Ivy-League 
schmils so they can marry someone 
in the right class.”
Surveys of SU alumni comparable 
to the ones done at Yale do not exist; 
however, according to C^ireer 
Services data, only (1.2 percent of 
graduates from 2<KI1 to 2(Hi4 are 
seeking neitlier employment nor 
graduate school.
Students at all-female Wells 
(College in Aurora rarely express 
interest m full-time parenting. s.iid 
C^ireer Services Director Nancy 
Karpinski.
“We certainly h.ive students who 
are le.iving and getting married, hut 
they’re also looking for jiihs and 
graduate school,” she said. “When I 
was in school, so many women got 
married right aw.iy. Now. you have 
so many opportunities we didn’t 
have.”
G igantic pum pkin  
prize awarded
T/Í
lii-
fn *S.
ASSCXMATED PRESS
Joel Holland’s prize-winning-record, 1,229-pound Adantic Giant 
pumpkin sits at the annual Safeway World Championship Pumpkin 
Weigh-OfF in Half Moon Bay, Calif., on Monday.
ASSlX:iATED PRESS
HALF MOON BAY. Calif. — A 
retired Washington firefighter won 
the annual Safeway World 
Championship Pumpkin Weigh- 
Off on Monday, presenting a 
gigantic pumpkin that weighed 
1,229 pounds.
Joel Holland said the pumpkin 
could make roughly 600 pumpkin 
pies but instead will be displayed in 
a parade in Half Moon Bay this 
coming weekend, then carved into 
a jack-o’-lantern for Halloween.
“Maybe we’ll set a record for the 
size of a pumpkin pie next,” said 
Holland, who has won the compe­
tition five years in a row. He won 
last year with a pumpkin that
weighed exactly the same amount.
Holland’s pumpkin had to be 
removed from the back of a pick­
up truck with a crane.
Holland, 56, said he worried 
when the contest began because 
another pumpkin was bigger 
dimensionally than his entry.
He attributed his success to two 
decades of pumpkin grow'ing 
experience and the favorable cli­
mate at his Puyallup, Wash., home. 
The Atlantic Giant was hand-pol­
linated and grew from July to 
October.
Contenders beware: Holland 
plans to use the seeds from this 
year’s giant to spawn another 
behemoth.
Race
continued from page 3 
taxpayers. He said he did not know 
how he wtiuld spend the money, 
but jokingly said he needed to buy 
cat food.
Stanford spent $.5(K),(HM) on the 
race, some of which was provided 
by sponsors.
In second place was a red 
Humvee frxnn C'arnegie Mellon 
University called Sandstorm, fol­
lowed by a customized Hummer 
called H 1 ghlander. C'oming in 
fourth W.IS a Ford Escape Hybrid 
named Kat-5, designed by students 
in Metairie, La., who lost about a 
week of practice while some lost 
their homes when Hurricane 
K.itrina blew into the (tulf C'o.ist.
The Humvee, which finished in 
seven hours and four minutes, tr.iv- 
eled further than anv other vehicle
last year despite completing only 7 
1 /2 miles of the course.
A fifth vehicle, a 16-ton truck 
named TerraMax, was the last to fin­
ish the course Sunday, though not 
within the contest’s 10-hour dead­
line. It paused Saturday night so it 
wouldn’t have to race in darknes.s.
Its unclear how the Pentagon 
plans to harness the technology 
used in the race for military applica­
tions. But Thrun said he wanted to 
design automated systems to make 
next-generation cars safer for ever>’- 
one, not just the militars’.
“If it was only for the military, I 
wouldn’t he hea- tcxlay,”Thrun said.
Vt>ycswagen plans to use Stanley 
in pmmotions, and the vehicle will 
then he retired to a museum in 
(iermany. Thrun said.
Called the Grand Challenge, the 
race heg.in SatunLiy with a field of 
23 autonomous vehicles. Eighteen 
failed to complete the course.
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Accenture
Accenture is a global management 
consulting, technology services and 
outsourcing company. C]ommitted 
to delivering innovation, Accenture 
collaborates with its clients to help 
them become high-performance 
businesses and governments. With 
deep industry and business process 
expertise, broad global resources and 
a proven track record, Accenture can 
mobilize the right people, skills, and 
technologies to help clients improve 
their performance. With more than 
]()(),()()() people in 4b countries, the 
company generated net revetuies of 
USSI3.67 billion for the fiscal year 
ended Aug. 31,2004. Its home page 
is www.accenture.com.
Accrecfted Home Lenders
Accredited Home Lenders 
Holding C'ompany (Accredited), is 
one of the nation s premier mort­
gage banking institutions with over 
2,600 employees engaged in the 
business of originating, servicing, 
and selling non-prime residential 
mortgage loans. Headquartered in 
sunny San Diego, C^ A, with tiffices 
coast to coast. Accredited is ranked 
one of the nations fastest growing 
companies.
Wednesday - Thursday
Chum ash Auditorium
Networking Sessions: 9:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. 
Interviews: 3 - 6  p.m.
ADP
A1 )P, with over S7 billion in rev­
enue and more than 500,000 clients, 
is the workl’s largest provider of 
employer related services. For addi­
tional information, please go to our 
website www.adp.com.
AnalogicTech
AnalogicTech is a design and 
manufacturing company specializing 
in total power management solu- 
titins based on innovative analog and 
mixed-signal integrated circuits. Aerojet 
Playing a critical role in system 
tlesign, these devices manage battery 
life, voltage regulation, power-saving 
load switching, and electronic pro­
tection of computer (1/C )^.
leading oil and gas producer, operat­
ing properties extending from the 
LA Hasin in the south to Caialmga in 
the north. With headquarters in 
Bakersfield, Ckilif., Aera Energy 
employs about 1,100 people and 
hundreds of contractor companies. 
We produce approximately 250,000 
barrels of oil and 90 million cubic 
feet of natural gas each day and have 
proved oil and natural gas reserves 
equivalent to one billion barrels of 
oil.
Aera Energy LLC
Aera Energy LL(' is C'alifornias
Aerojet, a Gen(k)rp Inc. (NYSE: 
CiY) company, is a major space and 
defense contractor specializing in 
missile and space propulsion, and 
defense and armaments. Since the 
company was founded in 1942, it has 
led the way in the develtipmeiu of 
crucial technology and products that
have kept America strong and fur­
thered our exploration of space.
The Aerospace Corporation
The Aerospace C'orporation, a 
world leader in the application of 
space technology, provides advanced 
scientific and engineering services 
for space and related high technolo- 
g\’ systems. As an independent, non­
profit corporation operating a feder­
ally funded research and develop­
ment center. Aerospace performs 
objective technical analyses and 
assessments for a variety of govern­
ment, civil, and commercial cus­
tomers.
Agilent Technologies
Agilent delivers critical tools and 
technologies that sense, measure and 
interpret the physical and biological 
world. Our innovative solutions
enable a wide range of customers in 
communications, electronics, life sci­
ences and chemical analysis to make 
technological advancements that 
drive productivity and improve the 
way people live and work. About 
two-thirds of Agilent’s revenue was 
generated from outside of the 
United States in fiscal 2004. With 
approximately 2S,000 employees, 
our global presence offers a compet­
itive advantage. Agilent’s manufac­
turing, Rdkl), sales and support capa­
bilities around the world give cus­
tomers the flexibility they need in 
today’s competitive environment.
Albert’s Organics
Albert’s Organics is the largest 
distributor in the nation of organic 
produce and fresh products. Source 
Organic is the corporate buying 
office located in the Monterey Bay 
area of Santa CTuz, and we have 
another Ckilifornia location in LA.
Alcon Laboratories, Inc
At the ITC" (Irvine Technology 
CT'iiter) we manufjcture A 
research/design surgical equipment 
A devices used in cataract and vitre-
see Directory', page 6
RUN WITH US
because talented people
a l w a y s  l e a d  t h e  p a c k .
W E L L S
F A R G O
The Next Stage*
At Wells Fargo, wc have a long history of innovative thinking in financial services. And while our heritage is impressive, none 
of It would have been possible without the dedication and supptirt of our team members. If you’re ItKiking for a career at one 
of the nations most respected and admired financial institutions, Itnik no further.
CALLING ALL COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJORS!
Wells Fargo’s Internet .Services team is currently identifying graduating seniors to |oin our 2006 l$tformation Tethnology 
Associatr Program. Starting next .August, you'll work in three profect-based rotations throughout the year, gaining experience 
as a Web developer, applications engineer »>r project manager. At the end of your first year, you’ll determine which departnvent fits 
you best for final placement at the end of the year. While the pninary learning is hands-on pn»|ect work, the program is supplemented 
with formal classroom and Web-based training, project team participation, peer interaction, and by working one on one with a 
project supervisor. Interested? Find out more and submit your resume at ( ’al Poly C^areer Fair, October 12, 2{M).S.
ßJLMRi
SINCE 1946
SALES REPRESENTATIVE
Bay Alarm Company, a statewide leader in the electronic security systems industry, is 
hiring and is at the Job Fair on October 12!! We sell and install fire, burglar, card 
access, and CCTV in residences and businesses throughout California. Our offices are 
located in Martinez, Oakland, Orange County, Peninsula/San Francisco, Petaluma, 
Redding, Sacramento, Santa Clara, Stockton, Van Nuys,and Ventura.
The ideal candidate will be enthusiastic, highly motivated & a self-starter. Expert 
presentation & closing skills are a must. Previous sales experience Is preferred.
Bay Alarm Offers:
Salary + Commission 
Award-winning Marketing Department 
Protected Territories 
Excellent Training 
Comprehensive Benefits Packaoe
W‘ AT HAVE YOU ' TO LO
m
6 Tuesday, October 11,2005
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oretinal surgery for Alcon. Our 
organization consists of niatiufactur- 
ing, research & development, techni­
cal services, quality, finance, IT, 
human resources and
materials/warehousing. Alcon was 
founded in 1945.
American Civil 
Constructors, Inc.
American Civil Constructors 
Landscape performs commercial 
landscape services. C^ur current ser­
vice line includes landscape mainte­
nance, landscape construction, ero­
sion control and aquatic manage­
ment. We are a national award win­
ning company that places a high 
value on employee development and 
safety.
Ameriprise Financial 
Services
Ameriprise Financial, the next 
generation of .^merican Express 
financial advisor^ is one of the 
world’s most recounized and 
rc'^pected service brar . and is a 
le.ider m financial plan :iu. We are 
leading tht \va\ i :,iin w ith greater 
choices fo' eh •''* ,ir 'iinovative 
career opr ; tha:
provide ■' Uoiee f
tlie future
jg e *
vinn'; ’■
e .fc\ lop ,1. . ■
aiiian ■.
Ill'll« V pioiiec; 
w. • 'lie of th 
realize the new
■ ip: 1 ■, Alll' !-'
c ,t companies t 
I ‘nee s proiiiis ■ ■
bringing novel medicines from lab, 
to manufacturing plant, to patient. 
Amgen therapeutics has changed the 
practice of medicine, helping mil­
lions of people in the fight against 
cancer, kidney disease, rheumatoid 
arthritis and other serious illnesses.
Anheuser-Busch
As the world’s leading brewer for 
more than 45 years, Anheuser-Busch 
and its subsidiaries are committed to 
finding innovative ways to continu­
ally improve. It’s this kind of think­
ing that creates a unique work envi­
ronment by rewarding talent, cele­
brating diversity and encouraging 
forward thinking. We also think 
enjoying work is an important part 
of life. If you have what it takes to 
become part of our team, we’d like 
to hear from you.
Apple CcNTiputer, Inc.
■Apple ignited the personal com­
puter revolution in the 1970s w'ith 
the Apple II and reinvented the per­
sonal computer in the 19S0s with 
the .Macintosh. Apple is committed 
to bringing the best personal com- 
rutiii;' experience to student^. edu- 
aeor . ere.itive protessu- ar,. 
eoiisuni’er around tlu work,
tlirougb It' innovative h rdwar 
■ ?iw Inte’-net ofi V.
• b.w:- • i: V upertino v ■ “ ■
Applied T'chnok^fr-
velopn
turiii- leading edge 
t e ' petroleum iiulusi'
-aiiu ie "’i of engiiu- an.
sci Directors oaee
Attention All Economics And Business Majors Interested
In A Career In Financial Consulting
Triage Consulting Group will be attending the Cal Poly Career Fair 
October 12, 2005, from 10:00 AM - 3:00 PM in Chumash Auditorium.
For those of you who are not familiar with our company, we are a San Francisco-based financial 
consulting firm with a focus in the healthcare Industry. Come visit us at the Career Symposium to find 
out exactly who we are, what we do, and what type of candidates we are looking to hire. Last year we 
hired 75 new associates and we are looking to hire 60 this recruiting year. We strongly encourage all 
Interested juniors and seniors to attend since we are offering both career and internship positions.
If you have any q u estio n s  c o n ta c t N a ta lie  K lo tsch e: N a ta lie k ^ ria g e c o n s u ltin g .c o m
V isit o u r w e b s ite  @ w w w .tria g e c o n s u ltin g .c o m
Aicsday, October
Directory
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tcclimcians designs aiul produces the 
most advanced navigational survey­
ing, logging and computer electron­
ics drilling operations.
Asymtek
.AsvmtelsK, a world leader m 
: automated iluitl dispensing, ilesigns
and manufactures a full line ot 
eqtnpment for semiconductor p.ick- 
age assembly, printed circtiit board 
assembly, opto-electronics assem- 
bly.and precision industrial manufac­
turing. t')ur mission is to maintain a 
1 leading rt>le m dispensing technolo­
gy by consistently providing innova­
tive. quality solutittns that exceed 
our customers’ needs and expecta­
tions.
Bamboo Pipeline
Bamboo is one ot
Southern C'alifornia’s fastest growing 
green gt)ods businesses. We serve 
landscape professionals throughout 
the Southland with the highest qual­
ity materials needed to build great 
landscapes at quality homes and 
commercial sites. Our materials are 
sold to some of the most prestigious 
sites in Southern California; includ­
ing the J. Bail! Getty Museum, The 
Biltmore Hotel of Santa Barbara and 
Disneyland, as well as hundreds of 
other top quality-building projects.
Bay Alami Company
Bay Alarm Cximpany is a bO-year 
old statewide company highly 
respected for superior products and 
client services. We have S0,(M)0 resi­
dential and commercial customers
serxicetl by branches in Anaheim, 
Burlingame, M.irtinez, Oakland, 
IVlaluma, Kedding, S,icramento. 
S.mta C dara, Stockton,Van Nuvs and 
Ventura. W'e sell and install fire, bur­
glar, C.'(nV, and c.ird access elec­
tronic security systems in home and 
businesses throughout the state. 
S.iles Kepresentatives have protected 
territories aiul sell to either residen­
tial or commercial customers. I he 
Sales Kepresentatives .ire pros’ided 
with outstanding support; the 
award-w inning marketing depart­
ment and positive name mcognition, 
the telemarketing department pro­
vides le.ids, and the Sales 
(a)ordinator provides .idministrative 
support.
Bei Systron Donner
Manufacturer of quartz rate sen­
sors for automotive, aerospace A 
defense applications.
Bobrick Washroom 
Equipment, Inc.
Bobrick, a leading manufacturer 
of high quality commercial wash­
room equipment, has been serving 
the washroom accessory and toilet 
partition needs of North American 
and International building owners, 
designers, architects and distributors 
since 1906. The Bobrick system for 
total washroom design combines 
innovative engineering, quality 
manufacturing and outstanding ser­
vice, to offer a wide variety of acces­
sory and partition products to meet 
the requirements of all building 
types.
Boeing Company
Boeing designs, produces and sup­
ports a variet\- of aerospace ,ind 
defense products. Boeing is ctiin- 
mitted to global le.kiership in every 
.ispect of our business. We are p.is- 
sion.ite aluHit continuing the proiul 
aerosp.ice legacy that began o\er SO 
years ,igo. iliverse .irr.iy ot c.iree: 
challenges with long-range potential 
are now available thiHuighout 
Southern ( \ilifornia.
Bridge Bank
Bridge Bank combines the 
resoun es and sers ices typicallv asso­
ciated with larger banks with an 
unparalleled commitment to per­
sonal service. Bridge Bank offers 
banking solutions created specifical­
ly to help businesses grow and pros­
per.
1.000 scientists, engineers and spe­
cialized support staff work in nine 
offices statewide. DTSC' is a depart­
ment of the ('alifornia Protection 
.^gency((^ll l;PA).
Cattrans
T he C alifornia 1 )ep.irtment of 
1 ransportation (C^altrans) strives to 
be the highest pertorming trans­
portation .igency in the country. 
Galtr.ms has more than 2.T<i()0 
employees w ith an annual budget of 
SlO billion. 1 leadtpiartered in 
Sacramento, the Department has 12 
district offices situated in F.ureka, 
Kedding, Marysville, Oakland, San 
Luis Obispo, Fresno, Stockton, 
Bishop, Los Angeles, San Bernardino, 
Irvine, and San Diego.
Cahill Contractors, Inc Chevron
Ckihill C]ontractors, Inc. is a San 
Francisco based medium sized com­
mercial construction company. We 
specialize in last track/phased devel­
opment projects, multi-unit residen­
tial projects and seismic rehabilita­
tion. The majority of our work is 
negotiated. Founded almost 90 years 
ago, Cahill has maintained a healthy 
balance of project types in the San 
Francisco Bay Area for many 
decades, and continues to be a leader 
in the Northern California con­
struction industry with respect to 
quality, integrity', innovation, tech­
nology, and reputation.
Califbmia Dept Of 
Toxic Substances Control
The ('alifornia Department of 
Toxic Substances C'ontrol (DTS(') 
protects ('alifornians from exposures 
to hazardous wastes. Appmximately
Cdievron is a World-Wide Energy 
Corporation. See our website at 
www.chevron.com and a complete 
overview of the corporation.
CIntas
(7intas is the leader in corporate 
identity uniform programs, helping 
companies of all sizes consistently 
present a clean, crisp, professional 
look. We also have specialized flame 
resistant garments and garments for 
cleanroom environments. In addi­
tion to offering the largest variety of 
uniform colors and styles in the 
industry, our Facility' Services group 
helps our customers keep their busi­
nesses looking clean and profession­
al with floor mats, restroom supplies, 
mops, and shop towels. Our floor 
mats, which can be customized with 
corporate logos, check dirt at the 
door while reducing slips, falls and
housekeeping costs. We h.mdle all of 
the details so our eustomers don't 
have to.
Cisco Systems, Inc.
(useo Svstems. Ine. is the wiirld- 
wufe leatler in networking for the 
Internet, loday, networks ,ire ,m 
essentul part ot business, education, 
gtnernment and home eomnuinica- 
tions, and Cisco Internet Protocol- 
based (IP) networking solutions ,ire 
the found.ition of thesi- networks.
Clark Construction
Fotmded in P>0t) and he.ukpiar- 
tered in Bethesda, Ml), ('lark 
(AMistruction Grotip. LLG is a pre­
miere provider of construction ser­
vices. Public and private clients cap­
italize on (dark’s extensive manage­
ment, development and construction 
experience. From musetims to 
power plants, and dams to laborato­
ries, (dark’s resources meet the 
unique challenges of a variety of 
project types, (d)iisistently ranked 
among the top contractors in the 
nation, Clark’s current annual rev­
enues are approximately $2 billion.
Coastland Civil 
Engineering
Coastland ('ivil Engineering, 
founded in 1991, specializes in pro­
viding municipal and civil engineer­
ing services to governmental agen­
cies in Northern (dilifornia. (dients 
include municipalities, counties, util­
ities, schools and other public agen­
cies. In addition to Municipal 
Engineering, our professional ser­
vices include (xmstruction 
Management, Building Department, 
see Directory, page 8
Milgard Windows
Milgard Windows
Email resume to: resumeth@milgaril.com
www.milgaril.com
Clearly the best'"
MOORE WALLACE
An  R R  DONNELLEY COMPANY
Attention Business 
& GRC Majors
Come learn about an excellent career 
opportunity with a Fortune 500 company.
Moore Wallace, an RR Donnelley Company, is hiring Sales 
Representatives to market print management solutions to 
businesses within an assigned geographic territory.
Positions available throughout California 
Excellent benefits and compensation package 
Sales and industry training provided
Visit our booth at the Job Fair on 
Wednesday, October 12 for more information.
Sign up now for an interview through Mustang Jobs.
W W W .  r r d o n n e l l e y .  c o m
C A R E
8 Ilicsdav, OctoLxT 11,2(K)5
iiiYQRK
INTERNATIONAL
Leading the W orld in Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning & Refridgeration.
—Project Engineer
B.S. in Mechanical or Electncal 
Engineering experience preferred
Come see us at the Job Fair 
on October 13th, 2005 
or call Kasia Dairi 
at 925-426-1144.
Reumes can be sent to 
kasia.dalri@york.com
www.york.com
Directory
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Water and Wastewater Engineering, 
Transportation and Drainage 
Engineering and Financing 
Assistance for Infrastructure.
Cypress Semiconductor
('ypress solutions are at the lieart 
of any system that is built to per­
form; consumer, computation, data 
communications, automotive, indus­
trial, and solar power. Leveraging a 
strong commitment tt) customer ser­
vice and performance-based process 
and manufacturing expertise, 
express’s product portfolio includes 
a broad selection of wired and wire­
less USIJ devices, C'.MOS image sen­
sors, timing solutions, network 
search engines, specialty memories, 
high-bandwidth synchronous and 
micropower memory products, opti­
cal solutions, silicon solar cells and 
reconfigurable mi.xed-signal arrays.
Del Monte Ftesh Produce
Del Monte Eresh Produce is a 
leading producer, marketer and dis­
tributor of high-quality fresh-cut 
fruit and vegetables. The company 
h.is premier market positions in sev­
eral fresh produce categories world­
wide. Eresh I )el Monte is a global 
ctnnpany with more than .1i).0(Ml 
employees. The company’s onlinary 
shares are traded on the NYSE 
under the symbol El )P
Deloitte Consulting
Deloitte Ca)nsulting l.l.P is one of 
the wt)rld’s largest and fastest gmw- 
ing management consulting firms.
We provide strategic, operational, 
financial and technology related 
advisory services to many of the 
world’s most prestigious companies. 
We are business performance con­
sultants. We are known for our 
straightforward approach to solving 
our clients’ most complex business 
challenges. Deloitte consultants 
work hand-in-hand with clients to 
improve business performance, drive 
shareholder value and create com­
petitive advantage in the most prac­
tical, sensible ways possible.
Dreyer’s Grand Ice Cream
Dreyer’s Cirand Ice (Team pro­
ducers of Dreyer’s; Nestle; Haagen- 
Dazs; Starbucks; Dole; Skinny Cans; 
C'arnation Ice (Team Sandwich 
(among our products).
E &  J Gallo
The E A I (iallo Winery current­
ly employs more than 4,t)(M) people 
and markets its wines throughout 
the U.S. and over foreign coun­
tries, making it one of the largest 
winemaking operations in the 
world. The grapes for our wines are 
grown and harvested in all of 
Ckilifornia’s important wine-produc­
ing regions .ind represent only the 
very best in quality. The proiluct 
portfolio is also diverse, encompass­
ing virtually every form of the 
winemaker’s art from fine table and 
sparkling wines, to distilled, wme- 
b.ised spirits and beverage wines. Ehe 
Winery has been active in Sonoma. 
Ckilifornia, fir more than 70 years 
and its Mealdsburg facility includes 
two, third-generation family mem­
bers, Matt and Ciina (¡alio, (ima is a 
sec Directory, page
ATTENTION
The City o f SLO Is accepting applications fo r a Student 
Representative to  serve on the Mass Transportation 
Committee.
Interested students, 18 years or older, a registered voter 
and a resident o f the City, are encouraged to  apply. 
Application deadline: October 28,2005, at 5:00 p.m. 
Applications can be obtained at www.slocity.org. by - 
calling the City Clerk’s office at 781*7100 or in person at 
C ity Hall, 990 Palm Street.
E E R S
f  ■ “  .
[ Come work for the 
■ ■ # 1  Civil Engineering
ii  f i m  i n  t h e  U S !
offices nationwide
/JP^Ksciplines include 
traffic, aviation, land 
development, and 
lany, many more!
l|T'l Kir'sif'v H-fi |r 1 ilfx) Ass-'V),! !'C
Tuesday, October 1 1,2005 9
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third-generation winemaker and her 
brother Matt oversees the Sonoma 
and Napa vineyards
EMC
EMC C'orporation is the world 
leader in information storage sys­
tems, software, networks, and ser­
vices that store, protect, move, man­
age and access the explosion of con­
tent. EMC solutions are enabling 
enterprises of all kinds to unite 
information as one resource, harness 
it as one source of value and leverage 
it as one asset to reach the goals of 
the organization. If you thrive in a 
challenging, results-oriented, and 
rewarding environment take a closer 
look at EMC Corporation. Team up 
with the world leader and achieve 
your own ambitious goals!
Enterprise Rent-ACar
Enterprise Rent-A-Car is the 
largest rental car company in North 
America. It operates more than 
7(K),00() Rental and Fleet Services 
vehicles worldwide and has annual 
revenues of $7.4 billion. Last year. 
Enterprise opened more than 500 
new locations, increasing its total 
locations to more than 6,0()0 with 
otfu es in the United States, t añada, 
(¡eiinany, Ireland. ,ind die United 
Kingdom, linterprise is currently 
number 1() on the Forbes “500 
Largest Erivate Companies m 
America” list.
Family Care Network. Inc.
rhe Family C.!are Network, Inc. 
(FC;NI) is the largest priv'ate
provider of childrens mental health 
and social services on the California 
Central Coast. Over 1200 children, 
youth and families are served annu­
ally through 12 unique evidenced 
based programs in five service divi­
sions: Alternative Family Services; 
Family Support Services; 
Delinquency Prevention Programs; 
Transitional Housing A Special 
Programs. FC"NI serves the commu­
nity through multiple collaborative 
partnerships with numerous govern­
mental agencies, community-based 
organizations, schools, churches, 
local businesses and volunteers.
Fastenal
Fastenal is the fastest growing 
industrial supplier in North America 
with over 16(K) locations across the 
United States, Singapore, Canada, 
Mexico, Puerto Rico, and the 
Netherlands. Sales in 2004 were 1.3 
billion with a growth plan to achieve 
3 billion by 2008. Please view our 
financials on our website at 
www.fastenal.com. We have experi­
enced over 20% growth since we 
opened in 1967. There is tremen­
dous opportunity for advancement 
with Fastenal as we continue to 
open new locations.
Fehr& Peers
Fchr A Peers h.is specialized in 
tr mspnrr.ition pl.inmng uid tniffu 
engineering for 2<> w.irs. Here are 
some of the re.isons Fehr A Peers is 
a respected leader in transportation 
consulting; Other major engineer­
ing and planning firms seek our help 
to solve difficult transportation 
problems. Many Fehr A Peers engi­
neers and planners hold leaslership
roles in the industry’s most presti­
gious organizations.
Ferguson Enterprises, Inc.
Ferguson is the country’s largest 
wholesale distributor of construc­
tion materials including plumbing; 
pipes, valves and fittings; waterworks; 
and heating and air conditioning 
products. We buy from quality man­
ufacturers and sell to residential and 
commercial contractors, developers, 
plumbers, industrial clients, as well as 
the general public. Ferguson has sales 
of over S7 billion and over 16,()()() 
associates in about 973 service cen­
ters located in 50 states, the District 
of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and 
Mexico.
Flowserve Corporation
Flowserve is the recognized world 
leader in supplying pumps, valves, 
seals automation and services to the 
power, oil, gas, chemical and other 
industries. With more than 14,000 
employees in more than 56 coun­
tries, we combine our global reach 
with a local presence.
Fluor Corporation
Fluor Corporation is one of the 
world’s largest publicly owned engi­
neering, procurement, construction, 
and maintenance services organiza­
tions. Rated .IS one of the world’s 
safest contr.ictors, Fluor's objective is 
to develop, execute, and maintain 
projects on schedule, within budget, 
and with excellence. Fluor maintains 
otTices, with over 30,000 total 
employees internationally, in more 
than 25 countries. Fluor is a FOR­
TUNE 50tl company. C)ver the past 
six years, Fluor has ranked No. 1 four
times on FORTUNE magazine’s 
America’s Most Admired 
Cxnnpanies list in the Engineering 
A Construction.
Foster Farms
Foster Farms is the largest Poultry 
Industry in the West. It has been a 
fimhly-owned and operated compa­
ny for four generations. Since our 
founding days back in 1939, we have 
always been committed to providing 
consumers with the highest-quality, 
best-tasting poultry products avail­
able. We are an equal opportunity 
employer.
Rito-lay North America
Frito-lay North America is a 
leader of fun food products with 
production operations in over 40 
locations throughout North 
America. Frito-lay produces some of 
your favorite fun food items with 
solid brands that include Doritos, 
Fritos, Rold-Gold, and Tostitos. 
Frito-Lay is a division of PepsiCo, a 
world leader in snack foods and bev­
erages, with revenues of about $27 
billion and over 143,(KK) employees. 
PepsiCo brands are available in near­
ly 200 countries and territories.
Gap Inc.
It was the summer of 1969; Man 
took his first " ilk on the moon. 
Nearly 45( people gathered m 
upstate New York to witness the his­
toric Woodstock concert. And Doris 
and Don Fisher opened the first Gap 
store in San Francisco. Today. Gap 
Inc. is one of the world’s largest spe­
cialty retailers, w'ith about 3,909 
stores and fiscal 2994 revenues of
$16.3 billion.
General Atomics 
Aeronautical Systems,
Inc.
Cieneral Atomics Aeronautii al 
Systems, Incorporated (GA-ASl) is 
among the leading technology 
employers in the San Diego area and 
the world leader in the design, 
development and manufacture of 
unmanned aircraft surveillance sys­
tems (UAVs) and associated hard­
ware. In addition to a challenging 
and rewarding work environment, 
GA-ASl offers competitive salaries 
and a comprehensive benefits pack­
age including medical and dental 
insurance, Life/ADAD insurance, 
disability insurance, a 401 (k) Plan, a 
defined benefit retirement plan, 
recreation facilities, and other bene­
fits.
Graphics Microsystems
GMl manufactures pressroom 
automation equipment for precise 
color measurement and ink control. 
We combine expertise in mechani­
cal design, digital electronics, elec­
tro-optics and software engineering 
to offer integrated, upgradable solu­
tions for the successful color man­
agement on most sheetfed or web 
presses. GMl is headquartered in 
Sunnyv.ile, California, w ith offices in 
ktHk'Aall, Texas and .Meche1-n. 
Helgium.
Green Hills Software
Green Hills Software, Inc. is the 
leading supplier of software develop­
ment tools for embedded applica­
tions. Foundetl in 1982, Green 1 fills
see Directory, page 1 1
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Join the highly respected engineering team of Lam Research Corporation 
and put yojr talent to work in a dy’narric, team-oriented environment— 
where you will be challenged to achieve a high standard of excellence and 
rewarded for your successes. We have immediate entry-level openings for 
B.S./fd B graduates in elertrica* and mechanical engineering.
Apply for positions at the job fair or at tamjobs9lamrc.com
Si'
The Company's reputation as an organization where talented people 
can learn, achieve, arxi be rewarded is the result of inr\ovative employee 
policies, competitive compensation practices, and corporate culture.
For additional information, visit www.iam rn aarth .com
t sm Rese^rrh Cornorafion has been a major provide»’ of wafar fabrication
eq.. and services to the world's semiconductor inchst'y h r  25 ysv i. 
The Company's innovafrVe technologies empower customers to build 
advanced, high-performance integrated circuits Headquartered in 
Fremont, Calif, fam employs more than 2,000people worldwide.
Ail equi' ' omf Joyf r (M/FW:.
V
. V'. Í .
t '
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Division of Student Affairs Fair
m ,
“ f 3 - 6 p m j ^
-1
Days
Career Positions 
Co-ops 
Summer Jobs 
Internships
Open to ail majors 
both days!
For a complete list of 
companies and job 
descriptions, logon to 
my.calpoly.edu and 
click on Mustang Jobs.
ACCREDITED HOME LENDERS 
ADP
ADVANCED ANALOGIC TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 
AEROSPACE CORPORATION (THE)
ALBERT'S /  SOURCE ORGANIC 
ALCON LABORATORIES, INC.
AMERICAN CIVIL CONSTRUaORS, INC.
AMERIPRISE FINANCIAL SERVICES 
AMGEN
APPLE COMPUTER, INC.
APPLIED SIGNAL TECHNOLOGY
APPLIED TECHNOLOGIES ASSOCIATES
ASYMTEK
BAMBOO PIPELINE
BAY ALARM
BEISYSTRON DONNER
BOBRICK WASHROOM EQUIPMENT. INC.
BOEING COMPANY
BURNS & MCDONNELL ENGINEERING
CALIFORNIA DEPT OF TOXIC SUBSTANCES CONTROL
CINTAS CORPORATION
COASTLAND CIVIL ENGINEERING
CYPRESS SEMICONDUaOR
DASSAULT SYSTEMES
DEL MONTE FRESH PRODUCE
E&J GALLO
EMC
FAMILY CARE NETWORK, INC.
FEHR & PEERS ASSOCIATES. INC.
FERGUSON ENTERPRISES. INC.
FLOWSERVE CORPORATION 
FLUOR CORPORATION 
FOSTER FARMS 
GAP INC.
GENERAL ATOMICS AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS, INC. 
GRAPHICS MICROSYSTEMS, INC.
GROWERS EXPRESS, LLC 
HALLIBURTON ENERGY SERVICES 
HSBC CARD SERVICES 
IBM
INDUSTRIAL TOOLS INC.
INGERSOLL-RAND
INTUIT
INVESTORS BANK & TRUST 
J.R.FILANC CONSTRUaiON  
KEITH COMPANIES (THE)
KEYENCE CORPORATION 
KIEWrr PACIFIC CO
LAWRENCE LIVERMORE NATIONAL LABORATORY
LENNAR CORPORATION
LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL D IS T R ia
MAXIM HEALTHCARE SERVICES
MAXIM INTEGRATED PR O D U aS
MICROSOFT
MOORE WALLACE AN RR DONNELLEY COMPANY
NATIONAL SEMICONDUaOR
NAVAIR
NEC ELEaRONICS AMERICA. INC.
NEIL O. ANDERSON & ASSOCIATES. INC.
NORTHROP GRUMMAN
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL FINANCIAL NETWORK 
PEPSI BOTTLING GROUP (THE)
PROGRESSIVE INSURANCE 
QUAD KNOPF INC.
SOLAR TURBINES 
SOUTHERN WINE AND SPIRITS 
SRI INTERNATIONAL 
TRIAGE CONSULTING GROUP 
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE 
USG CORPORATION 
VALLEYCREST COMPANIES 
W.L. GORE & ASSOCIATES, INC.
WALGREENS
WELLS FARGO INTERNET SERVICES GROUP 
WOOD RODGERS. INC  
WORKBRAIN.INC.
ACCENTURE
AERA ENERGY SERVICES COMPANY 
AEROJET
AGILENT TECHNOLOGIES 
ANHEUSER-BUSCH COMPANIES 
BAE SYSTEMS 
BRIDGE BANK
CAHILL CONTRAaORS, INC
CALTRANS - DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
CAPITAL GROUP COMPANIES, INC. (THE)
CHEVRON
CISCO SYSTEMS, INC.
CLARK CONSTRUCTION 
DELOITTE CONSULTING 
DREYER'S GRAND ICE CREAM 
EATON CORPORATION 
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE 
ENTERPRISE 
FASTENAL COMPANY 
FRITO-LAY OPERATIONS 
GREEN HILLS SOFTWARE 
GUIDANT CORPORATION 
HBE CORPORATION 
HILTI.INC.
HITACHI GLOBAL STORAGE TECHNOLOGIES 
ILA ZAMMIT ENGINEERING GROUP 
INTEL CORPORATION 
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE 
J.M.SMUCKER COMPANY (THE)
KRAFT F(X)DS 
KTGY GROUP. INC.
LAM RESEARCH 
LOCKHEED MARTIN
LOS ANGELES COUNTY DEPT. OF PUBLIC WORKS
MCINTOSH & ASSOCIATES
MEDTRONIC
MENDOCINO FOREST PR O D U aS  
MILGARD MANUFACTURING 
NEW UNITED MOTOR M ANUFAaURING, INC. 
NOVELLUS SYSTEMS, INC.
O’DELL ENGINEERING
PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
PALM, INC.
PANDA RESTAURANT GROUP 
PARSONS
PINNACLE ENGINEERING
PROVOST AND PRITCHARD ENGINEERING GROUP 
PULTE HOMES 
RAYTHEON COMPANY 
ROCKWELL AUTOMATION 
RSC ENGINEERING, INC.
SAFEWAY. INC.
SANDISK CORPORATION 
SEMINIS VEGETABLE SEEDS 
SHAW INDUSTRIES
SHIMMICK CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INC.
SIEMENS
SOUTHERN WINE AND SPIRITS 
SPRINT
STANTEC CONSULTING. INC.
STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD 
STRYKER ENDOSCOPY 
TARGET DISTRIBUTION 
TARGET STORES
US AIR FORCE PALACE ACQUIRE PROGRAM
US NAVAL FACILITIES ENGINEERING SERVICE CENTER
US NAVY OFFICER PROGRAMS
USS POSCO INDUSTRIES
VALERO ENERGY CORPORATION
VERISIGN, INC.
VIASAT. INC.
WELLS FARGO FINANOAL 
WILBUR-ELLIS 
WORLEYPARSONS 
YORK INTERNATIONAL
in a row at... Career Seri/*rnc d  -u "ierv.ces. Building 1 24 7S6-2S01
W W W
careefservices.calpolv.edu
f  I , .  «. • «<,» K r
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Software was the first company to 
apply mainframe optimizing com­
piler technology to 32 hit micro­
processors. Since (¡reen Hills
Software has developed optimizing 
compilers and related tools for 33 hit 
micniprocessor architectures, (ireen 
Hills Software continues to develop 
compilers for todays new architec­
tures as well, such as the Motorola 
StarCltire, PowerPC; AltiVec, 
AKM9E, and MIPS 4kc and 5kc.
Growers Express
(irowers Express was founded in 
1987 hy eight partners, farmers who 
all believed in a few simple values: 
Producing our own premium quali­
ty products, consistent supply and 
superior service. Our partners have 
taken three generations of knowl­
edge and respect for the land and 
have developed it into one of the 
nations largest suppliers of fresh 
vegetables. Headquartered in the 
Salinas Valley, our total year-round 
ground base exceeds 40,0(M) acres.
Guidant Corporation
Cnndant C;orporation and its sub­
sidiaries provide therapeutic medical 
solutions for customers, patients, and 
healthcare systems worldwide. The 
company develops, manufactures 
and markets products that focus on 
the treatment of cardiac arrhythmias, 
heart failure and coronary and 
peripheral disease, including 
implantable defibrillator systems, 
implantable pacemaker systems, 
comnary stent systems, angiopkisty 
systems, cardiac surgery systems and
Peripheral systems.
Halliburton Energy 
Services
Founded in 1919, Halliburton 
leads the w'orld providing products 
and services to the petroleum and 
energy industries. With a workforce 
of over 92,()0() employees, opera­
tions in over 100 countries, and rev­
enues of $12.-3 billion in 2002, 
Halliburton is a glob.il leader in 
energy services, engineering, and 
construction. Wherever in the 
world oil and gas reserves are being 
discovered, drilled, extracted, pro­
duced, or refined, from dense jungles 
to deepwater wells, chance are 
Halliburton’s people are working, 
sharing, contribution, and creating 
value for our customers, our share­
holders, our employees, and our 
world. Halliburton is the only com­
pany that can do it all from start to 
finish on land or at sea.
Him, Inc.
Hilti is virtually everywhere con­
struction is taking place. From our 
legendary red tool cases and vehicles 
to our innovative products and 
value-added services, Flilti can be 
found on construction and building 
maintenance sites in more than 100 
countries around the world. 
Professionals in the building mainte­
nance, construction, electrical and 
plumbing industries continue to rely 
on Hilti for high-quality tools and 
products as well as system solutions 
for their construction and mainte­
nance needs.
Tuesday, October 11,2005 11
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e  n g I n e  €i r I n g
5473 Kearny Villa Rd., Suite 300, San Diego. CA 92123 
858.279.0242 858.279.0711 Fax www.iiaz.com
IL A I Zam m it Engineering is an award winning electrical engineering firm in San Diego that special­
izes in architectural lighting design, electrical systems design, LEED design, and specialized systems
design. Our project experience includes universities and schools, hotels and high-rises, restaurants,
high-tech and communications, hospitals and medical facilities, theaters and casinos, corporate office
buildings, public works and government jobs. We are currently seeking friendly and outgoing people
who are quick learners to fill the entry level positions of Electric Design Engineer and Lighting Design
Engineer. Our firm will be present at the Job Fair on Thursday, October 13th. Please bring your
resumes and be prepared for an interview.
Í •
Your Career -  
It All Adds Up 
At Albert’s!
Albert's Organics is the largest wholesale distributor 
of Organic Produce and other fine Perishable Products 
in the United States. For over 22 years, Albert's has 
been the leader in the distribution of fresh Organics 
and has developed extensive vendor and industry 
relationships while continually striving for excellence 
in product quality, temperature control logistics, 
delivery speed and above all, customer service. 
As a wholly owned subsidiary of United Natural 
Foods, it is well positioned to continue to lead the 
growth of Organic and Natural perishables in this 
rapidly growing category.
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
•  Sales
•  Marketing
•  Purchasing
•  Operations
•  HR
Transportation 
Quality Control 
Accounting 
Administrative 
IT
/t iberts
/ V %  1 ^ ^ -  A  I  e
/ O R G A N I C S
We offer competitive benefits which include Medical, 
Dental, 401K, ESO and Tuition Reimbursement.
Please visit us at the "Career Fair" on October 12,2005 
or at our website; wMWNalbertsorganics.com.
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AT SHIMMICK CONSTRUCTION, we built the integrity of our company on strong values through 
fairness, innovation, execution and leadership. We've executed over a billion dollars of heavy 
construction work by building the people and projects that improve America's infrastructure.
SHli
Shimmick Construction is interested in meeting Civil Engineers and 
Construction Management majors. We will be at the Career Fair and 
conducting interviews on Thursday, October 13th. Shimmick will be 
hosting an Information Session on Thursday, October 13th at 7:00pm. 
Please stop by our booth for more details.
V is it us a t www.shim m ick.com
An employee owned company. EOE
Directory
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HSBC Card Services
The HSBC Group is one of the 
largest banking and financial services 
organizations in the world, with 
well-established businesses in 
Europe, the Asia-Bacific region, the 
Americas, the Middle East and 
Africa. Headquartered in Salinas, 
California, HSBC’s global card divi­
sion is the fifth largest issuer of 
MasterCard and Visa products in the 
world. Our principal programs 
include The GM C"ard ® and the 
Union Plus ® card programs, as well 
as our proprietary brands. 
Household Bank and HSBC.
IBM
IBM is synonymous with inven­
tion, vision, breakthrough thinking 
and discovery. We have always been 
at the forefront of technological 
advancement. By providing one of 
the finest environments for technical 
innovation, supported by a multi­
billion dollar annual investment in 
research and development. IBM’s 
leadership spans the entire world of 
information technologs’. Visit IBM’s 
website for a compreliensive list of 
current employment opportunities.
Ila &  Zammit Engineering
ILA A Zammit Engineering is 
one of the largest privately owned 
electrical engineering firms in 
Southern C^ilifornia. Our company 
has been a leader of the consulting 
engineering industry in San Diego 
for the last 40 years. We are a single 
otfice firm that strives to provide 
extraordinary service to our clients 
by maintaining a friendly, ‘family­
like’ working environment and pro­
moting creative thinking. Our
sec Directory, page 14
ALCOIV CO-OP
2006 W inter/Spring
#42 On Fortune's List of Top 100 
Best Companies to Work For
Alcon has been on Fortune's list 
since 1999. Alcon is a 3+  billion  
global leader specializing in the  
discovery, developm ent, 
m anufacture, m arketing  and  
service o f ophthalm ic  surgical 
and vision care products. 
Located in Irvine CA, w e offer 
hands-on fu ll-tim e engineering  
opportun ities  for Junior/Senior 
students. Salary: 22.75/hour. 
Tuition paid to  m axim um  on  
1,000/quarter, All students m ust 
possess good w ritten  and  
verbal com m unications and PC 
skills. Applicants m ust be  
self-starters w ith  excellent 
interpersonal skills. An official 
transcript is required for your 
interview .
ASSO CIATE ENGINEERS
Majors:
IE, M FGE, ME, EE, CSC, CPE, G E N E
Co-op opportunities in: 
Quality Assurance 
Manufacturing: Lasers, 
Consumables & Vitreoretinal 
Technical Services/Repair Shop 
R&D Cataract & Vitreoretinal 
R&D Software testing 
& documentation
See our website a t  
www.akonlabs.com
d N ite
The S e rv ice  P ro fe s s io n a ls
Cintas designs, manufactures and implements corpo­
rate identity uniform programs, and provides entrance 
mats, restroom supplies, promotional products, first 
aid and safety products, fire protection services and 
document management services.
Cintas operates 351 facilities in the U.S. and Canada 
and has grown for 36 consecutive years, with fiscal 
2005 sales of $3.07 billion.
Cintas is currently looking for a Management Trainee 
to participate in an extensive, well-structured, two- 
year training program, designed to provide a strong 
knowledge of all aspects of our business.
Our Program produces top-notch Cintas Partners who 
have superior management skills, an in-depth under­
standing of our business and industry, and enthusi­
asm for our intense, fast-paced environment.
If you have high degrees of self-discipline and drive, 
and you're interested in creating a rewarding, high 
performance management career, we want to hear 
from you!
www.cintas.com Lunaa@cintas.com
■>1 
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We w an t you to  join our
N ursery Professional Team
I’m Greg. I am a lead buyer with Bamboo Pipeline.
I work to supply the highest quality plant material in California for 
quality landscape projects. We offer the broadest and best selection of 
landscape materials delivered direct to the contractor’s jobsite.
My colleagues and I visit hundreds of growers across the West to 
deliver the best plants currently available - a concept we call “Market 
Best ’ We supply more than 10,000 varieties of plants, trees and
shrubs, frequently delivered within 24 hours of order,
We also supply thousands of irrigation, drainage, 
outdoor lighting and other landscape supply items 
to complete the project list.
We are looking for top-notch nursery professionals 
to join our team based in Camarillo, California. 
Our Buyers and Account Specialists 
have outstanding plant knowledge and 
strong computer and communications 
skills Experience working in a nursery 
environment or in a wholesale/retail 
green industry distribution business 
IS a plus. We offer excellent salary 
and great benefits.
Becom e a part of the 
Bam boo Pipeline Team .
B A M B O O P I P E L I N E
Please* submit your ivsumt* to: 
K-niail: jobs^hanibtM ipipeline.com  
w w w .b a m b o o p ip e lin e .c o m
.iti
M anagement Opportunities!!
Have you......
Hff Had your 10 cups of coffee?
Uncreated your resume? 
fSa Bought your Suit?
□  Set up Interview with Enterprise?
stop by the Career Fair on October 13th to find out morell
OR
Apply online at www.enterDrise.com/careers and 
Contact your local Enterprise Recruiter
Contact: David Dutchen
CoUege Relations Manager
ra r  .m m
M y  j;€^ion/ïi 909-S21-7785
S j E f T t a r p r n ^  VW am» ao oquai opportunity ofrptoyar. M fO V
C A R E
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A N A L O G IC
TECH
As a leading designer and m anufacturer o f pow er m anagem ent semiconductors 
specialized for use in portable electronic products, AnalogicTech offers you m any  
exciting and challenging career opportunities. We currently have openings in our 
fast-paced Silicon Valley headquarters. Join our dynam ic engineering team  today!
immediate Openings:
♦  Application Engineer - Power Management Products
♦  Test Development Engineer - 1C Products
♦  Product Engineer - Analog and Mixed Signal
I Want to learn more?
' Visit us at Cal Poly's Fall Job Fair
! Wednesday, October 12
Who We Are:
AnalogicTech (Nasdaq: AATI) is a pow er m anagem ent sem iconductor design and 
m anufacturing com pany specializing in Total Power M anagem ent solutions based 
on innovative analog and mixed-signal integrated circuits. Playing a critical role in 
system design, these devices m anage battery life, voltage regulation, power-saving  
load switching, and electronic port protection.
Equal Opportunity Employer.
www.analogktech.com
COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
PUBLIC WORKS
Is h irin g  C IV IL  E N G IN E E R IN G  g rad u a tes !
CIVIL ENGINEERING ASSISTANT
SALARY: $4,302 - $5,063 (BS Degree)
$4,542 - $5,063 (MS Degree)
Selection Requirements: Graduation from an accredited college 
(graduation date no later than June 20061 with specialization in a 
Civil Engineering curriculum approved by the Accreditation Board for 
Engineering and Technology -OR- graduation from an accredited 
college in the State of California with specialization in Civil 
Engineering.
Benefits Include: Health, dental, and life insurance at a low cost. 
Deferred compensation plan with 4% County matching contribution. 
Educational Tuition Reimbursement Program. On-site MBA and MPA 
programs. A forty-hour, four day (4/40) work week is standard for 
most assignments. An Engineering Career Development Program 
consisting of training, rotation, lateral movement, and mentoring. 
Promotional opportunities available 6 - 1 2  months after hire date.
Students graduating no later than June 2006 are invited to participate 
for on-campus interviews. We will be present at the career fair. Visit 
our booth for more information regarding our 
Civil engineering career opportunities.
Y U L  US at http://ladPw.ora or call us at (626) 458-2141
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diverse and e.xperienced staff offers 
independent engineering services in 
Architectural lighting design, electri­
cal systems design and LEFd).
Ingersoll Rand Company
For the past 100 years, Ingersoll- 
Kand people and products have 
contributed to the advancement of 
global industry and commerce, and 
as a result, have played a key role in 
worldwide economic development 
and social progress. Some of the 
world’s greatest .engineering 
achievements were built using our 
prttducts - the New York City sub­
way system, Panama Canal, CTina’s 
Three Ciorges Dam, Mt. Kushmore 
and more.
Internal Revenue Service
T he Internal Revenue Service is 
the largest bureau within the 
Department of the Treasury. The 
mission of the Internal Revenue 
Service is to provide America’s tax­
payers top quality service by helping 
them understand and meet their tax 
responsibilities and by applying the 
tax law with integrity and fairness to 
all.
IntuK
As an industry leader for 20 years 
and best known for developing 
products including Quicken, 
QuickBooks and Turbo Tax, Intuit 
transforms business and financial 
management for small businesses, 
accounting pixifessionals and con­
sumers. For additional information 
about our company and recent ini­
tiatives, please visit our website at 
www.lntuit.com.
Investors Bank &  Trust
Welcome to Investors Bank ¿k 
Trust, a financial services company 
committed to providing the best 
securities processing services in the 
world. Investors Bank A Trust spe­
cializes in fund administration and 
accounting, custody, and transfer 
agency services. We specialize in 
securities processing. And we’re one 
of the best in the business in meet­
ing the back office needs of mutual 
fund companies, banks, investment 
managers and insurance companies. 
With our innovative back office sup­
port. our clients, including many of 
the world’s most recognized mutual 
fund, investment advisor^' and insur­
ance companies, are able to expand 
their distribution systems, strengthen 
their money management capabili­
ties. and bolster their competitive 
advantage, www.ibtco.com
J.M. Smucker Company
J.M. Smucker Company is the 
nation’s leading prxxiucer of jam’s 
jellies, preserves and ice cream top­
pings. Consistently ranked on 
Fortune Magazine’s “Top 100 
C'ompanies to Work For’’ list.
J.R. RIanc Construction
J.R. Filanc Construction 
Company (Filanc) is a Class A gen­
eral engineering contractor special­
izing in the construction of waste­
water and water treatment facilities. 
Our C'.ontractor’s license number is 
134S77. Filanc has been in the busi­
ness of constructing, renovating and 
• expanding new and existing waste- 
water and water treatment facilities 
since 19.S2.
consulting services company. The 
Keith C'.ompanies’ professionals pro­
vide a wide spectrum of skilled 
resources including land planning, 
civil engineering, surveying, map­
ping, environmental and water and 
cultural resources that are needed to 
effectively plan, engineer, and design 
state-of-the-art facilities. The Keith 
C^ompanies benefits from a diverse 
public and private client base vary­
ing from residential, commercial, and 
real estate projects to institutional, 
manufacturing, and processing facil­
ities. Our team-oriented environ­
ment offers an opportunity to grow 
your career!
A f ^  '
nlìJìt i^^c^FWMQliQiVgftieering and
Keyence Corporation
Keyence (www.keyence.com) is 
global leader in industrial automa­
tion and manufacturing technolo­
gies. We are listed in liusiness Week’s 
Global 1 ()()() Best Valued Companies 
in the world and on Nikkei Index 
Top Ten Companies in japan. 
Keyence has experienced rapid 
growth of 30% annually since its 
beginnings in 1974. We offer exten­
sive training to qualified individuals 
who are seeking a career in Sales and 
Territory Management. Our career 
development program trains our 
professionals to be experts on our 
products and to be highly regarded 
in our industry by our customers for 
solution based sales.
Kiewit Pacific Co
Founded in 18S4, Kiewit has 
grown from a small masonry-con­
tracting firm to a Fortune .S(Mt com­
pany with more than 1.3,000 
employees and S3.4 billion in rev­
enue. Kiewit is involved in nearly all 
segments of the constructit)n indus­
try and currently is North America’s 
secotid largest transportation con­
tractor; building pn)jects such as air­
ports, mass transit systems, railn)ads 
and tunnels. The company is also a 
leader in commercial buildings, 
power plants, water supply and treat­
ment facilities, undergnumd con­
struction, telecommunications and 
many other types of heavy construc­
tion projects.
Kraft Foods
Kraft Foods (NYSE: KFT) is a 
global leader in branded foods and 
beverages with 2(M»4 net revenues of 
more than $32 billion. Built on 
more than KK) years of quality and 
innovation, Kraft has grown from 
modest beginnings to become the 
largest food and beverage company 
headquartered in North America 
and second largest in the world, 
marketing many popular brands in 
more than 155 countries.
Lam Research
Founded in 1980, Lam Research 
Corporation is a leading supplier of 
wafer fabrication equipment and 
services to the worldwide semicon­
ductor industry. The Company’s 
innovative etch technologies 
empower customers to build the 
world’s highest-performing integrat­
ed circuits. Lam’s etch systems shape 
the microscopic conductive and 
dielectric layers into circuits that 
define a chip’s final use and function. 
The CTimpany also offers a next- 
generation w'afer cleaning solution, 
which employs proprietary technol­
ogy and can be used throughtiut the 
semiconductor manufacturing 
process, including in post-chemical 
mechanical planarization (C:MP) 
and pre- and post-chemical vapor 
deposition (CVD) applications. 
Fieadqiiaft t^frefcU Fremont,
»'ji'j’jiiA rectory, page 15
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California, Lam maintains a network 
of facilities throughout the United 
States, Asia, and Europe to meet the 
complex and changing needs of its 
global customer base.
Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory
Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory (LLNL) is a premier 
research and development institu­
tion for science and technology 
applied to national security. We are 
responsible for ensuring that the 
nation’s nuclear weapons remain 
safe, secure, and reliable. LLNL also 
applies its expertise to prevent the 
spread and use of weapons of mass 
destruction and strengthen home­
land security. Our national security 
mission requires special multidisci­
plinary capabilities that are also used 
to pursue programs in advanced 
defense technologies, energy, envi­
ronment, biosciences, and basic sci­
ence to meet important national 
needs. These activities enhance the 
competencies needed for our defin­
ing national security mission.
Lennar Corporation
Lennar Corporation is one of the 
nation’s largest homebuilders and a 
provider of financial services. Our 
homebuilding operations include 
land development, construction and 
the sale of single-family attached and 
detached homes, as well as the pur­
chase, development and sale of resi­
dential land directly and through our 
unconsolidated partnerships. Our 
financial services subsidiaries provide 
mortgage financing, title insurance, 
closing services and insurance 
agency services for both buyers of 
our homes and others and sell the 
loans they originate in the secondary 
mortgage market.
Lockheed Martin
Lockheed Martin is a highly 
diversified S31.8 billion advanced 
technology company and the strate­
gic leader in the aerospace industry 
with major positions in information 
systems, software development, 
space, launch vehicles, aeronautics, 
electronics, environmental services, 
and energy programs. The vision of 
the Corporation is to be the world’s 
premier systems engineering and 
technology enterprise.
Los Angeles County 
D ept or P iM c  Works
The Department is a public 
agency that is responsible for the 
design, construction, installation, 
operation, maintenance, and/or 
repair of roads, bridges, airports, 
sewers, water supply, flood protec­
tion, watershed management and 
water conservation facilities, and 
regulatory and ministerial programs 
for the County of Los Angeles, Los 
Angeles County Flood Control 
District, other special districts, and 
contract cities that request services. 
A 24-hour Emergency Operations 
O u te r is maintained to respond to 
problems reported by the public and 
other agencies as well as major 
emei^ncies, such as floods, wind­
storms, snowstorms, earthqu.ikes, 
etc., and to monitor various 
Departmental Facilities.
Los Angeles UnMed 
School District
As the nation’s second • largest ' 
school district, the^ Los Angeles
Unified School District serves more 
than 73(),()0() students. Our diverse 
and culturally rich student popula­
tion is increasing and so is our need 
for qualified, dedicated teachers and 
school support staff. We believe 
teachers are shapers of the future and 
we are committed to educational 
reform and innovative instructional 
programs that are aligned to state 
standards. The District, through its 
schools and offices, provides many 
teacher resources and support ser­
vices to complement and strengthen 
the instructional program.
Maxim HeaNhcae Services
Maxim Healthcare Services pro­
vides medical staffing, home health 
and wellness services. Founded in 
1988, Maxim has rapidly expanded 
to include 9 divisions and over 250 
branch offices in 38 states. We have 
earned a position as an innovative 
competitor in the health care indus­
try through our quality of patient 
care, commitment to employee 
development and emphasis on cus­
tomer service. Today, Maxim is one 
of the largest privately owned com­
panies in our industry, with project­
ed growth for the year 2005 exceed­
ing 30 percent.
M axin bite^ated Pioducts
Established in 1983, Maxim 
Integrated Products is a worldwide 
leader in design, development and 
manufacture of linear and mixed- 
signal integrated circuits (ICs).
Maxim circuits “connect” the real 
world and digital world by detect­
ing, measuring, amplifying, and con­
verting real-world signals, such as 
temperature, pressure, or sound, into 
the digital signals necessary for com­
puter processing.
McIntosh &  Associates
McIntosh & Associates has been 
serving Calif, since 1980 & Ariz. & 
Nev. since 1992. Our services 
include civil engineering, planning, 
landscape architecture, photogram- 
metrics, petroleum engineering & 
construction management.
Medtronic Vascular
Medtrxinic Vascular in beautiful 
Santa Rosa, C^alifornia, offers state- 
of-the-art solutions for vascular dis­
eases. These medical devices include 
the new Endeavor, Drug Elluting 
Stent system and the Valiant 
Thoracic Stent Graft System. Please 
visit our website at 
www.Medtronic.com for more 
information.
IVNcfosoft Corporation
Headquartered in Redmond, 
Washington, Microsoft (NASDQ 
symbol: MSFT) employs thousands 
of talented people in a wide array of 
fields. Our core mission: create 
groundbreaking technology that 
unleashes creativity, connects busi­
nesses, and makes learning more fun.
MHgard Manuliacturirig
In 1958, Maurice Milgard, Jr. and 
his son Gary started Milgard Glass 
Company in a small building in 
Tacoma. Gary’s bn>ther, Jim, joined 
the company in 1961. Within a short 
time, the Milgard's diversified into 
aluminum windows. (3ur moR* than 
4,5(K) employees work hard each day 
to deliver high quality pmducts and 
superior customer service. In fact, 
both of these are so important to 
Milgard that they’re part of the 
Milgard Corporate Philosophy.
SPRING 2006
INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
The J.M. Smucker Company is the nation’s tfl producer o f jams, jellies, preserves, ice cream toppings and fruit 
syrups. We are ranked on Foriune Magazine’s list o f  “The 100 Best Companies to Work Por”, and we arc currently 
offering spring internship opportunities at our Fruit Processing bcility in Oxnard, CA.
More than just an internship, this is an excellent opportunity to actually work in a food-processing env ironment and 
gain ‘1)ands-on” experience in operating a food plant. Qualified candidates must be available to work 6 to 7 days 
per wedt arul up to I4 hours per day (any shift) as needed These are paid positions and furnished housing is 
provided.
The following internship positions are available:
(Approximately April -August 2006)
6 Quality Control Supervisors (All Majors)
6  Shipping and Receiving Supervisors (All Majors)
6 Processing/Industrial Supervisors (All Majors)
6 Human Resources Generalist (.Spanish Fluency Required)
6 Safety Coordinator (Spanish Fluency Required)
6 inventory Control Coordinator (Accounting & Finance Majors)
4 Wastewater Pre-Treatment Plant Technician (Engineering Majors)
4 Grower & Field Representative (Santa Maria, CA)
For more information please contact:
Jared Klein
Human Re.sources Manager 
Smucker Fruit Processing Company 
800 Commercial Avenue 
Oxnard, CA 93030
e-mail: jared klein@jinsmucker.oom 
www.smuckers.com 
ROE
With locations blanketing the country, USQ Corporation has the resources, plants, projects ar>d 
people to build walls, ceilings ..and CAREERS. As a Fortune 500 Company, we offer challenging 
opportunities for entry-level professionals dedicated to inrrovation and ingenuity. We are 
currently looking to fill positions in the following areas:
Accounting | Engineering | Human Resources
Please stop by our booth at the 
2005 Fall Job Fair on Wednesday, October 12.
USG will be holding interviews on Wednesday October 26,  ^
2005. Please sign up for an interview through Mustang  
Jobs or email your resume to us, USG Corporation, a tten ­
tion Elysia Leone at eleone(®usg.com.
For more Information regarding USG and your future with 
us, please visit our website at:
w w w .usg.com
Moore WEÉaoè J J I
jjf.'jj- sec Direotorj^ pige >6.'
We have a history 
of finding exceptional 
consultants. If they 
don’t find us first.
16 Tuesday, October 11,2005
Career Fair (Chumash Auditorium) — October 13 
Information Session (The Sandwich Factory) -
October 19, 6:00 PM -  8:00 PM 
ISA Presentation (Building 3 — Room 113) -
October 20, 11:00 AM — 12:00 PM 
SHPE Presentation (Building 52 - Room B5) -
October 20, 6:00 PM -  7:00 PM
* Resumes due to Mustang Jobs and www.deloitte«com — October 24
Think. Commit. Do
Deloitfe.
A u d it. T a x . C o n s u ltin g . F in a n c ia l A d v iso r^ '
* ■
Quad Knopf
www.quadknopf.com
One of the 100 Fastest-Growing
A/E/P & Environmental Consulting Firms in the Nation
(The Zweig Letter Hot Firm 2005 List)
Open positions include;
Engineer Technician 
CAD Drafter
CAD Designer 
Land Surveyor Technician 
Architectural CAD Drafter 
Assistant Environmental Planner
Lx <irn more about us at the October 13, 2003 Job FóU
Quad Knopf Office Locations:
Visalia, CA Fresno, CA, Bakersfic!:i, CA Sacramento, CA Rono, N V
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Moore Wallace, an R R  Donnelley 
company, is the largest printing 
company in North America, provid- 
ing customers with the industry’s 
broadest array of print products and 
services, from magazines, books, cat­
alogs, and financial documents, to 
billing statements, highly personal­
ized direct mail, labels, collateral 
materials, forms and logistics ser-
Natkxial Semiconductor
National Semiconductor Corporation 
engagers in the design, development, 
manufacture and marketing of a 
range of semiconductor products, 
which are analog and mixed-signal 
integrated circuits. National 
Semiconductor was founded in 
1959 and is headquartered in Santa 
Clara, California.
NayglAhr Systems Command
The Naval Air Systems Command 
(NAVAIR) serves the nation and the 
Navy by providing advanced warfare 
technologies to American interests 
all over the world. In its quest to be 
the best, NAVAIR is always on the 
lookout for those willing to embark 
on an exciting new career. Over 
2i),n00 NAVAIR employees work 
hand m hand to deliwr advanced 
Naval aviation technologies. This 
talented team of business and tech­
nical professionals research, design, 
develop and test aenmautical and 
aeronautical-related svstems.
NAVAIRV pmdiicts include state- 
of-the-art sensors, aircraft, weapons, 
training, launch and recovery equip­
ment, and ('»»minunic iriisns rerh- 
..oi.;gies.
Nefl 0 . Anderson &  Assoc.
Neil O. Anderson & Assoc., Inc. is a 
ilvn.imic, Miccessful, geotechnical eiiui- 
ing t. d in ' '■ ‘on
wiui ioCMluit» la .Mclaiacatu, ivioiicsio 
and Walnut Creek, California and 
Spaiks, Nevada. NDA offers a wide 
range of engineering services includ­
ing Geotechnical Engineering, 
Frrvimnnv.'ntnl Scnnccs. Fnginocrin;? 
Geology, 1 iyoiogcology, iMateruis 
Testing, Non-destructive Testing, 
Cisnstniction Inspection, I .iKsratorx 
Services, Ssvuiuiung I'ool Structural 
Design, Instrumentation and Post 
Teasion Design.
Northrop Grumman 
Corporation
Northrop Grumman Corporation 
is a global defense company head­
quartered in Los Angeles, Calif. 
Northrop Grumman provides a 
broad array o f technologically 
advanced, innovative products, ser­
vices and solutions in systems inte­
gration, defense electronics, infor- 
mition teclinolocn idseuiced ,iir- 
craft, shipbuilding, and space tech- 
nolf><^ ,’. The company ha  ^ I25.()On 
employees and operates in all 50 
states and 25 countries and serves 
U.S and international military, g<iv- 
ernment and commercial customer-».
Northwestern Mutual
The mission of Nortliwestei n 
Mutual ruiancidl Network is to
i!' 'el'>p ridiirine relationships with
I - (.heiUs I y ; •'' iding cspei l
guidance tor a htetimc ot tinancial
security with the help of our 
iSvsWs t^i. of aiisl wc
pravide itaicwathi»
II '111- • ‘ ■ 1' - , I i '!1 ■ 1 r 11
Mutual Einancial Network is the j  
e.xcltisive sales and distribution arm  ^
of Northwestern Mutual and its 
subsidiaries and affiliates.
Novellus Systems ^
Novellus Systems is an SAP 500 
company and a component of the  ^
Nasdaq-loo Index It is a leading  ^
supplier of thin film deposition, stir- . 
face preparation and chemical 
mechanical planarization (C:MP) 
systems used in the fabrication of 
integrated circuits. The company is 
designed to deliver innovative prod­
ucts and technologies that meet the 
increasingly complex and demand­
ing needs of the world’s largest semi­
conductor manufacturers.
O’Dell Engineering
Eull service civil engineering and 
land surveying firm, also providing 
landscape architecture and planning 
services.
The key to our success is our 
employees. We take tremendous 
pride in our people. At home or on 
the job, our employees represent 
PG&E’s commitment to providing 
safe, reliable energy to our customers 
24 hours a day 7 days a week. And, 
just as they are committed to provid­
ing excellent customer service, we 
.lie committed to prm iding *»ur 
employees uiili the toe)ls and iflUfi- 
ing to help them succeed. PGAE is 
here for you.
Palm, Inc.
Palm, Inc. (formerly palmOne, 
Inc.) — a leader m mobile comput­
ing — strives to put the power of 
computing in people's hand-s so thev 
ii ii'i II ,h their most 
in^>ortant information. The compa­
ny’s products include smartphones, 
under the Treo(TM) brand; mobile 
managers, under the LifeDrive^TM)
' 'tii . Ii »'kii >1 pnl'Ts. K i
( • • • •V X A « • w ^  X A * Ay
brands; as well as software and acces­
sories. More information about 
Palm, Inc. is available at
http://www.palm.com.
*
Panda Restaurant Group
At Panda, you will experience a 
culture dedicated to serving our 
guests and providing delicious 
Chinese food We an.* committed to 
developing our team as the best 
iiivestnient toward a future of quali­
ty operations and growth. Show us 
your strengths and build a ladder to 
success by being part of a growing 
team — World Leader in Quality 
Chinese Food. Because we value our 
people. Panda offers you excellent 
benefits and rewarding opportunities 
from entry-level to management, 
positions.
Parsons
With over 9,non employees 
worldwide. Parsons is one of the 
workl's leailing engineering, plan­
ning and construction management 
companies. Parsons has established 
an outstanding peitormance reconl 
over many decades and our employ­
ees have worketl on major projects 
throughout North America and m 
>1. •' 111 25 ■ .-»unt!i.”'.. We ar.
committed to continually enhancing 
t)ur organizational cap.ibility by 
arfr.icr'ng ret.lining .md developitig 
e\< l■|''lona! t.dcnt,
Pepsi Bottling Group
iliC Group die
wodiTs .I n n » ,  imnafartim r. id b r
K  ^ F I - ^  I k« ^  ^
\ * *
se* Dlieelor.-, p.lgc 1 ^
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and distributor of IVpsi Beverages. 
Formerly a 1 )ivision of PepsiCo, we 
are a world-class company employ­
ing 3H,()()() and generating nearly 11 
billion dollars in annual sales. Each 
day, 7,000 trucks leave 90 bottling 
plants and 2S4 distribution centers 
delivering the product directly to 
stores, arranging it on the shelves 
and building promotional displays.
Pinnacle Engineering
Pinnacle Engineering is a multi- 
disciplined Cavil Engineering and 
Surveying C'ompany, specializing in 
land development, surveying and 
public works infrastructure.
Progressive Insurance
Progressive is the nation’s third- 
largest auto insurance company. 
Founded in 1937, Progressive offers 
consumers choices in how they shop 
for, buy, and own a Progressive poli­
cy. The company provides most dri­
vers with competitive rates and in- 
person service 24 hours a day, and 
sells its products over the phone, 
online, aiul through more than 
30,000 independent agencies
throughout the United States.
Provost And Pritchard
Founded m 196H, 74 employee- 
owners represent a mix of seasoned 
engineering veterans, complement­
ed by younger professionals with 
fresh ideas and cutting-edge skills. 
We specialize in wMter resource 
engineering and planning, engineer­
ing surveying services, design and 
planning of municipal infrastructure, 
dairy design services, planning and 
design of on-site and off-site 
improvements for private develop­
ment, and engineering services for 
agricultural clients.
Pulte Homes, Inc.
Pulte Homes, Inc., (NYSE: 
PHM), based in Bloomfield Hills. 
Mich., is a FOKTUNE 20<) compa­
ny with operations in .34 markets 
and 2S states. In 2<l()4, the company 
closed 3S,6I2 domestic home sales 
and generated revenues of SI 1.7 bil­
lion. During Its .S.S-year history, the 
company has constructed more than 
40S,(KK> homes. In 2<Mt4,J.D. Bower 
and Associates named I’ulte the 
inaugural recipient of its Blatinum 
Award for Excellence in C'ustomer 
Service among Americas leading 
homebuilders.
Quad Knopf Inc.
Quad Knopf, named by The 
Zweig Letter Hot Firm 2(H).S list as 
1 of the top KM) Fastest-firowing 
U S
Architecture/Engineering/Blanning 
& C'onsulting Firms in the nation, a 
known leader in the C'entral Valley 
for its services in engineering, archi­
tecture, biological sciences, land use 
planning, policy planning, and envi- 
mnmental assessment. Quad Knopf’s 
total service approach to our clients 
encompasses the disciplines of civil 
and structural engineering, land use 
and environmental planning, biology 
and architecture. Quad Knopf’s staff 
is large enough, and has sufficient 
diversity of skills and capabilities, to 
assure our clients that project 
requiR'iiients can be fully met on 
both a technically sound and timely 
basis. At the same time, the firm 
remains small enough'that the prin­
cipals and key senior staff remain 
personally involved« 'in project.
' Quad K n o f * ? s f f M # ^ ? f f t ? r "
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up and down the O ntral Valley and 
in Keno, NV.
Raytheon Company
Raytheon Company is a global 
leader in defense electronics and 
complex integrated information sys­
tems. We are focused on defense, 
government and Commercial elec­
tronics and business aviation and 
special mission aircraft. The compa­
ny is well positioned for grow'th in 
missile defense, intelligence, surveil­
lance and reconnaissance; precision 
strike; homeland security and tech­
nical services. R.iytheon is also posi­
tioning its technologies its technolo­
gies to meet evolving high-growth 
commercial markets.
Rockweii Automation
ILockwell Automation is a leading 
industrial automation company 
focused to be the most valued glob­
al provider of power, control and 
information solutions. With a focus 
on automation solutions that help 
custi>mers meet productivity objec­
tives, the company brings together 
leading brands in industrial automa­
tion, including Dodge® mechanical 
power transmission products. 
Reliance Electric motors and drives, 
Allen-Bradley® controls and engi­
neered services and Rockwell 
.Software® factory management 
software, (ilobal technical and cus­
tomer service is an integral part of 
Rockwell Automation, with nearly 
.3.600 distributors, system integrators 
and agents serving customers in SO 
countries.
RSC Engineerir^, Inc.
RSC' Engineering, Inc. is a civil 
engineering consulting firm located 
in Roseville, C!A that specializes in 
the branch of C!ommercial Land 
1 )evelopment.
Safeway Inc.
Safew.iy Inc. is one of the largest 
food and drug retailers in North 
America. As of January I. 2(M»3, the 
company operated 1,S02 stores in 
the Western, Southwestern, Rocky 
Mountain, and Mid-Atlantic regions 
of the United States and in western 
Cianada. In support of its stoms, 
Safeway has an extensive network of 
distribution, manufacturing and 
food processing facilities.
Sandtsk Corporation
SanDisk was founded in 19MS and 
serves as the world’s largest supplier 
t)f flash data storage products. The 
company pioneered industry devel­
opment of flash memory cards for 
data storage and played a key role in 
setting many flash industry stan­
dards. SanDisk designs, manufac­
tures, and markets flash memory data 
sttirage products used in a wide vari­
ety of electmnic systems. The com­
pany h.is optimized its flash memory 
storage solution, known as system 
flash, to address the needs of many 
emerging applications in the con­
sumer electronics and
industrial/communication markets.
Seminis V ^etable Seeds
Seminis is the largest developer, 
grower and marketer of fruit and 
vegetable seeds in the world. Our 
hybrids improve nutrition, boost 
emp yields, limit spoilage and reduce 
the need for chemicals. We have a 
vision that with age-old wisdom and 
modern science we can lessen 
■ hunger and promote the health of 
both the planet and its people.
•iiAn* wittYomn I
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i  M ask ed  ou r  em p lo y ees
( ^ h y  th ey  th o u g h t W ood R od gers  
w as th e  fastest g r o w in g  e n g in e e r in g  
firm  w est o f  th e  R o ck ies , 
w h at d o  y o u  th in k  th ey  said?
. I
■  nagenu'iit gives us a lot of aulonoiny and r»*spet l...
■  owners have a ‘share the w'ealih’ m enlaiity... 
have lunrtitiine tiasketbail...
I ll  Everyhody is rowing in the same direction... / ^
d  It’s a very employee-friendly place...
B  It’s a young, eneigetic company...
' ^  ^
I lie work is exciting and varied...
H  We have fun recognition programs like Spin the W heel...
H  Our customers keep coming hack for m ore... *•
■  We have all you can eat lunchrooms...
m  It’s versatile and dlversilied even within each discipline... 
i n  Management is flexible with w ork/life issues...
■  e people are just g<x>d f>eople...
Q All o f th e  above!
To learn m ore about our fabulous opp o rtu n ities  and the 
superb  benefits o f w orking at Wood Rodgers, navigate online 
to ww w .w oodrodgers.com  o r  email hr@ w oodrodgers.com .
L u o a o  4 = ^ O O C 3 E : F ? r S
0«V«i.0l»IM0 tNNOVATlV« OBAION SOIlUTION»
One Of Placer County’s Fastest Growing 
Civil Engineering Firms is Filling
RSC Engineering is looking for employees w h o  want to be an integral part of our successful 
team. W e currently have o|>enings for engineers and planners, w ho  want to be exposed fo a 
broad range of projects.
Building personal and professional grow th is what w e aim for with all our employees. W e 
encourage self-discipline and teamwork. The work our engineers com plete typically qualifies 
them for the requisite experience for the PE exam.
Please visit us at the job Fair on Thursday, October 13. 2005.
2 Contact us for m ore information. 
2j  w w w .rsc-engr.com
UJ
2  916.788.2884
¡il 2270 Douglas Boulevard 
U  Suite 205 
2  Roseville, C A  9 5 6 6 1
■ - i »
O ne Team.
I n f i n i t e  O p p o r t u n i t i e s
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Stantec
Stantec is proud to be part of the Cai Poly Job Fair.
Please stop by our booth, meet Cal Poly Alumni, and learn 
about the exciting opportunities that await you at Stantec, 
ranked #47 of the 150 d o b a i Design Firms (ENR, 2005).
P r o v i ^ n g  p r o iM f io n a i  f rv ic i  in :
Engineering
Architecture
Interior Design
Surveys /  Geomatics
Planning & Landscape Architecture
Program Management
Environmental Sciences
In California, call our Sacramento office at (916) 569-2500  
Offices throughout North Americo and the Coribbeon 
.com
We Foster Your Future.
Foster Farms invites all majors from the College of Agriculture and the 
Orfalea College of Business to visit our booth at the Career Fair on
October 12th.
Currently recruiting for Management Trainee Career positions for:
Human Resource Supervisor, Financial Analyst (MBA), Staff Accountant, 
Associate Marketing Manager (MBA), Marketing Assistant, Quality Con­
trol Supervisor, Supply Chain Product Controller, Customer Service 
Supervisor, Chicken Plant Supervisor, Chicken Operations Department 
Supervisor, Live Operations Field Supervisor, Associate SAP Analyst, 
Service Center Analyst.
Join us on October 20th for an Infomation Session and for on-campus 
interviews on October 21st (sign up with your Career Services).
Familv Owned Since I939
I  •’
'■r;
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Shaw Industries
Shaw, a subsidiary of Berkshire 
Hathaway luc., manufactures and 
sells tU)or covering; for residential 
and eominereial applications 
througlu)ut the United States and 
exports to nutst markets worldwide. 
To be exact, we manufacture more 
than f)(H) million square yards ot 
tlottr covering every year —- enough 
to wrap a 6-foot wide p.rth around 
the earth’s etjuator 7 times.
Shimmick Construction
Established in 1990, Shimmick 
Cxtnstruction ('ompany, Inc. (SCXd) 
is a general engineering/heavy civil 
contractor based in Hayward, C'A. 
SeXd has completed over one bil­
lion dollars worth of work and has 
rapidly succeeded in earning a repu­
tation for excellence in heavy con­
struction. This was achieved by fol­
lowing its founders, John C. 
Shimmick and Mike Stranberg’s, 
simple yet elTective business philoso­
phies of, ‘Get work for the right 
price, construct high-quality projects 
on or ahead of schedule and com­
plete the projects within budget,’ 
but, above all, ‘Make It Happen’. 
(SCCI’s company motto). A recent 
list of clients includes: Cíolden Cíate 
Bridge Authority, Los Angeles 
Metropolitan Transportation
Authority, Alameda Ciorridor 
Transportation Authority, Cialtrans 
and San Francisco Municipal 
Transportation Agency. Over the 
years the Ciompany has developed a 
reputation for completing high 
quality projects while maintaining 
rigorous schedules and ensuring that 
safety be given a top priority.
Siemens
Siemens is a technology company 
committed to developing a portfolio 
of innovative global products, ser­
vices and solutions. Siemens Energy 
ty .Automation, Inc. (SEty.A) is dedi­
cated to providing an environment 
that will allow the ’opportunity to 
learn. gn>w and drive personal and 
professional value throughout one’s 
c.ireer.
Southern VVine And Spirits
Southern Vt me Spirits’ histors 
began decades ago in FUirida.
Founded by Harvey (ihaplin. 
Southern Wine ¿k Spirits of 
.America, Inc. is a privately held alco­
hol beverage distributorship with its 
corporate otfice in Miami. Since 
being founded SWS has established 
distributorships across the nation. It 
is currently the largest distributor of 
wines and spirits in the United 
States and its impressive portfolio of 
products includes wines, spirits, 
beers and non-alcoholic beverages.
Sprint
Sprint is a global integrated com­
munications provider serving more 
than 26 million customers in over 
100 countries. With approximately 
68,000 employees worldwide and 
nearly $27 billion in annual rev­
enues, Sprint is widely recognized 
for developing, engineering and 
deploying state-of-the-art network 
technologies, including the United 
States first nationwide all-digital, 
fiber-optic network and an award­
winning Tier 1 Internet backbone. 
Sprint provides local voice and data 
services in 18 states and operates the 
largest 100-percent digital, nation­
wide PCS wireless network in the 
United States.
SRI
SRI is a nonprofit corporation 
founded in 1946 and chartered by 
the state of Cialifornia. As an institute 
dedicated to diversified scientific and 
engineering research and develop­
ment, SRI performs client-spon­
sored research for industry, govern­
ment, and foundations in the United 
States and abroad. Research is con­
ducted in engineering technologies 
and systems, pharmaceuticals and 
biotechnology, chemistry and 
physics, advanced materials, comput­
ing and information sciences, envi­
ronmental and atmospheric sciences, 
education, health sciences, and eco­
nomic development.
Stantec Consulting, Inc.
Stantec is a dynamic multi-disci­
plinary consulting engineering and 
design firm with a*7.$-year history of 
serving public and private clients 
throughout the world. Stantec pro­
vides civil engineering, landscape 
architecture, environmental plan­
ning, land use planning, surveying 
and geomatics, transportation engi-
sce Directory, page 19
NOW HIRING!
We are a company in motion come grow with us!
SYSTRON DONNER AUTOMOTIVE & INERTIAL 
DIVISIONS, (divisions of BEI Technologies) is a leading 
manufacturer of automotivc/commercial and aerospace sen.sors and 
subsystems. Our company has been in the business of motion 
sensing for over 40 years in C^oncord, CA. Currently we have the 
following openings: All positions are in Concord, CA.
AUTOMOTIVE DIVISION
• Manufacturing Engineer (Mechatronic/Industrial Degree)
• Interns for .summer 2006 (Electrical/ Software/ Mechanical/ 
Mechatronic/ Industrial/ Manufacturing)
Find out more about us by visiting our website at www'.systron.com 
Plea.se submit resume and salary historx' to:
BEI SYSTRON DONNER AU rO M Q i rVE DIVISION 
Attention: Human Resources Department 
2700 Sysiron Drive 
(ioncord, CA 94518 
Fax: 925-671-6452 
E-mail: jobs(<^systron.com
Directory
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neering, land development engi­
neering, biological science, architec­
ture, electrical, mechanical and 
structural engineering and construc­
tion administration. Stantec employs 
more than 4,500 people in 50 offices 
and is ranked within the top 50 
Global Design Firms.
State Water Resources 
Control Board
The State Ifoards mission is to 
preserve, enhance and restore the 
quality of California’s water 
resources, and ensure their proper 
allocation and efficient use for the 
benefit of present and future gener­
ations.
Stryker Endoscopy
Stryker C'orporation, a leader in 
the worldwide orthopedic market, 
has been serving it’s customers since 
1941 and has achieved 20% profit 
growth for over 25 years. Strs ker 
Endoscopv. 1 division of Strvker 
C.orporatM- is located in San lo^  
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Legendary for retail innovation. Out 
them all together and vou have one 
of America’s largest retailers...an 
absolute leader in style, quality, 
value...and great careers. Your orga­
nizational, communication and 
motivational abilities ensure your 
success in this quality-driven envi- 
nrnment.
Target Stores:
TARGET is a fast-gnnving, gen 
end merchandise retailer. Our strate­
gy’ is Ur pnn ide vl pp • • , . ,ep o: 
al value tlmnigh upscale discount 
sU)R‘s and online shopping Ii. short, 
our motto is Expect More, I’ay Less. 
We delight guests with a mix of 
well-designed pu>ducts at an excep­
tional value all in a clean, bright and 
comfortable shopping environment. 
Our online destination Target.com 
offers guests the convenience of a 
variety of services as well as shop­
ping for thousands of unique items 
24 hours a day.
T ria ^  Consulting Group
Triage Cdrnsulting (iunip is a San 
Francisco-based health care financial 
consulting firm specializing in 
addressing the financial needs of 
health care providers in today’s 
dynamic health care industry. 
Through on-site consulting. Triage 
works to maximize cash flow and 
provide necessary training for future 
revenue enhancement. Our clients 
are located primarily in the Western 
United States and include: LK'A, 
C^itholic Health Care West. Sutter 
Health System, Tenet Health 
System, UCSF and UCLA.
United Parcel Service
UPS is the world’s largest package 
delivery company and a global 
leader in supply chain services, 
offering an extensive range of 
options for synchronizing the move­
ment of goods, information, and 
funds. Headquartered m Atlanta, 
UPS serves more than 200 countries 
and territories worldwide. UPS 
stock trades on the New York Stock 
Exchange (UPS) and the company 
can be found on the Web at 
UPS.com,
US A r Force
. .ou Kn>)\. the 
An iurce empk>\ , over ‘ . iili. , iv.
■ ' . .entists ,in.: eng . :
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:i isi e . . roument by hiring and 
training dy namic, creative, and inno­
vative civilian scientists and engi­
neers.
US Naval Radties 
cn^neering Service Center
I he Navy’s Center for 
Specialized Facilities Engineering 
and Technology
US Navy Officer Programs
U.S. Naval officers are some of 
the most well-respected men and 
women who serve our country. 
Superior benefits and excellent cre­
dentials are just a few enticements 
for becoming an officer. If you’re a 
student or graduate of a four-year 
college or university who possesses 
leadership skills and determination, 
you may be eligible to become an 
officer in the Navy.The Navy offers 
careers that match the talents and 
interests of just about everyone. And 
as long as you’re in the Navy, you’ll 
get top-notch training, exceptional
see Directory, page 20
G reen  H ills*
• S O F T  H A R K. I IV C. •
Seeking CS maioni«rMt{m(^»mn«rs:
Green Hills Strftware-thelewSngsiqaplief of software 
devetopnwm toobfor embedded 4in*ortom4$
tllSntM ))f09filYtlntn lOf llVil fVMHM Nlffiffl
Investors Bank & Trust 
Entry-Level Opportunities
Invcslors Hank & I ruM s(seciali/es in fund administration and acctmnling. custixly, and transfer 
agency services. We don’t have tellers or Al M’s. No one here says,“Next pcrstvii in line.” We 
s}ieciali/e in securities pr(K'essing. W'e're one of the Ivsl in the btisiness in meeting the back 
office needs of mutual I'lind companies, banks, investment managers and insurance companies. 
With over 2600 employ ees and gl«»b;il Itxalions. the core of our success is our unique way of 
blending technology , people, focus, and risk control to service the best and brightest investment 
comfxuiies glofially.
Start your career in financial sen ices at Investors Hank & T rust, an organization tfuil is among 
the leaders in securities proce.ssing. Investors Bank & 1 rust is located in dow ntow n Sacramento 
and Walnut Creek, and has immediate op|vortunities for etillege graduates. We offer the 
opjxiruinilies you ncHid to start a successful lliiancial career. Bt iiefits include paid 
training. 100% tuition reirntwirsement. 401 fk>. health and dental insurance.
Current Ouportunitics:
Custody Fund Accountant 
Operations Specialist 
Trading Liaison
How to apply:
Heasc apply on line al u w W.ibtco.Ctnvi. Eollovv ihe “Careers" link and register your profile w ith 
liiv cstors Hank &. 1 rust. You will have an opjKvrtumly to upload your resume into our database.
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CAHILL CONTRACTORS, INC.
PROJECT ENGINEER POSITION
Cahill Contractors, Inc. is a 
San Francisco based 
medium sized commercial 
construction company. We 
specialize in fast track / 
phased development proj­
ects, multi-unit residential 
projects and seismic reha­
bilitation. The majority of 
our work is negotiated. 
Please refer to our home 
page, www.cahill-sf.com, 
for more information,
Cahill Contractors, Inc. is an 
equal opportunity employer. 
We offer our employees 
generous compensation and 
benefit packages including 
top salaries, profit sharing 
and full health and dental 
coverage.
TTiis is a junior level man­
agement position that offers 
individuals with limited 
experience in construction 
the opportunity to learn 
hands on estimating, man­
agement and commercial 
construction practices. The 
ideal candidate for this posi­
tion is motivated, organized, 
possesses excellent commu­
nication skills, and is eager 
to learn.
Project Engineers are typi­
cally assigned to one large 
or two medium sized proj­
ects. They split their time 
between our main office and 
the jobsite as necessary to 
meet the demands of their 
projects. In the office. Proj­
ect Engineers assist with 
quantity take-offs, bidding 
and estimating.
They also assist project 
managers with tracking of 
contract documents and 
resolving field-generated 
questions. At the jobsite, 
Project Engineers arc 
responsible for learning safe 
construction practice, docu­
menting changes, tracking 
schedules, overseeing 
subcontractors and assisting 
the project superintendent 
with record keeping. They 
also participate in jobsite 
coordination meetings.
Our intent is to expose Proj­
ect Engineers to all aspects 
of a con.struction project by 
giving them significant level 
of responsibility. They are 
not limited to a specific 
group of tasks.
425 CALIFORNIA STREET - SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94104 I (415) 986 0600
CONTACT; BLAIR ALLISON
www.cahill-sf.com
V» » * r% * « • è~* * t*.«
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benefits and the experience of a life­
time.
USG Corporation
u se ; CORPORATION For 
almost 100 years, Chicago-based 
u se ; has been a leader in producing 
innovative products and systems to 
build the environments in which we 
live, work and play. USe; is the 
world s leading producer of gy psum
wallboard, joint compound and a 
vast array of related construction 
products. We are also the global 
leader in the manufacture of ceiling 
suspension systems and are recog­
nized as the acoustical panel and 
specialty ceiling systems innovator.
- E b J G l N e - E R l N G
i M
Civil Engineer - O’Dell Engineering has innmediate 
openings for Civil Engineer, Asst. Engineer, Engineering 
Interns, Asst. Land Surveyors, and Asst Land Planners. 
EIT preferred.
Excellent pay, benefits, 
401 k, and career opportunities.
Fax resume to {209)571-2466
I S  H I R I I M G !
W e d o n 't  Just 
m a k e  h is to ry ... 
W E  B U IL D  IT !
thftninm
2 0 %  OFF
BEST
AVAILABLE FARE
The California Department of Transportation 
(Caltrans) is hiring Civil Engineers,
Transportation Surveyors, Environmental 
Planners, Transportation Planners and Right of 
Way Agents. F*ositions exist statewide; Central 
Region offices include Stockton, San Luis 
Obispo, Fresno, and Bishop. Become a part of 
the leading transportation agency in the nation.
For more information see us at the Career 
Job Fair on October 13, 2005.
Visit our website at 
www.dot.ca.gov or contact 
us at (559) 488-7383 or 
(559) 488-7305.
W h o  I s  C a l t r a n s
The California Department of Transportation 
(Caltrans) strives to be the highest performing 
transportation agency in the country. Caltrans 
has more than 23,000 employees with an annual 
budget of about $10 billion. Headquartered in 
Sacramento, the Department has 12 district 
offices situated in Eureka, Redding, Marysville, 
Oakland, San Luis Obispo, Fresno, Stockton, 
Bishop. Los Angeles, San Bernardino. Irvine and 
San Diego.
1 - 8 0 0 - U S A - R A I L
Valid: 9/3/05-6/22A>6 on Pacific Surfllner & San Joaquin only. 
Invalid: 1/22-29, 12/16-31, 1/1-2, 4/13-17, 5/26-29.
Cal Poly Student ID & 3-day advanced 
purchase required.
Restrictions apply 
Discount code V112.
Our family of products provides cre­
ative building solutions that set new 
standards for productivity and effi­
ciency, helping contractors and 
architects deliver high quality and 
innovative designs.
USS Posco Industries
A world-class steel manufacturer 
located in Pittsburg, C^alifornia. 
USS-POS(X) Industries was found­
ed in 1909 as C^olumbia Steel. We are 
now a Joint venture company estab­
lished in 19H6 between U.S. Steel 
and Pohang Iron and Steel of Stiuth 
Korea. One of the most modern 
steel mills in the world, USS- 
P0SC]0 ships over 6,000 urns of 
steel per day to customers primarily 
in the 1-^  western states, (Canada, 
Mexico and the Pacific Rim.
Valero Energy Corporation
Valero has been recognized as U2?> 
on Fortune Magazines 100 Best 
Caimpanies to Work For in 2004 and 
as one of IndiistryWeek s 100 Best 
Managed (Companies in the world. 
We are proud to be the first refiner 
to will the ('lovenior’s Award for 
Fiivironmental Fxcellence in T'ex.is 
and to be one of nine US companies 
to receive the Points of I iglit Award 
for F.xcellence in (Corporate 
Caimnumity Service.
Valleycrest Companies
Our four Business Units operate 
through a national network of 
branch olfices, providing a full arr.iy 
t>f landscape services to a wide vari­
ety of customers. In adilititni. 
ValleyOest (annpanies has one 
wholly owned subsidiary, U.S. 
l awns, a national landscape franchise 
business. With more than .SO years of 
experience, no landscape ctimpany 
ill America can claim greater depth 
of expertise or a more comprehen­
sive track record of effective prob­
lem-solving and consistent execu­
tion.
VeriSign Inc
VeriSign Inc (NASI ).VQ: VRSN) 
operates intelligent infrastructure 
services that enable people and busi­
ness to find, connect, secure, and 
transact across today’s complex, 
global networks. Every day, we 
enable over 14 billion internet inter­
actions, ^ billion telephony interac­
tions, and SBMIM of e-commerce. 
We also provide the serx’ices that 
help over .1,1 KM) enterprises and 
4iM),(KKl Web sites to operate secure­
ly, reliably and efficiently.
ViaSat, Inc.
ViaSat pnidiices advanced digital 
wireless communications and signal 
processing products for commercial 
and government markets. Our tech­
nology development and products 
all involve digital communications 
and cover specialties such ,is satellite 
communications, tactical comniuni- 
cations, network security and com­
munication simulation and training.
Walgreens
Walga'ens, the nation’s premier 
retail drugstore, has opportunities 
nationwide. With 7,000 stores 
planned by the year 2010, we’re cre­
ating opportunities for talented, 
ambitious individuals to be ready to 
contribute to future success. So, if 
you’re a motivated, enthusiastic, peo­
ple-oriented person with a knack 
for organization and who thrives in 
the fast-paced world of retail man­
agement, we want to talk to you.
WeHs Faigo Financial
Wells Fargo (NYSE: WFC) is a
diversified financial services compa­
ny providing banking, insurance, 
investments, mortgage and con­
sumer finance from 5,800+ stores, 
the world’s leading internet banking 
site (www.wellsfargo.com) and other 
distribution channels across North 
America and elsewhere internation­
ally. We’re headquartered in San 
Francisco, but we’re decentralized so 
every local Wells Fargo store is a 
headquarters for satisfying all our 
customers’ financial needs and help­
ing them succeed financially. Wells 
Fargo has $.570 billion in assets and 
136,000 team members. We are one 
of the United States’ top-40 largest 
employers. We ranked fourth in 
assets and third in market value of 
our stock at March 31,2003, among 
our peers.
Wilbur^llis
Wilbur-Fllis is a full service agri­
cultural chemical and fertilizer 
retailer whose main goal is to pro­
vide IMF most advanced crop pro­
duction technology to our cus­
tomers with the goal of maximizing 
our customers’ return on invest­
ment.
Wood Rodgers, Inc.
Wood Rodgers was recently rec­
ognized as the third fastest growing 
engineering firm in the country! 
Shortly following receipt of the 
Zwieg Vt lute Mot List award, we 
received top honors by C'E News in 
the national contest recognizing the 
“Best Engineering Firms to Work 
F-or.” Is there a reason our name 
keeps popping up? We think so! 
WiHid Rodgers provides a wide 
array of services m land 
Development and Fublic Bmjects m 
Northern C^alifornia and Nevada.
Workbrain, Inc.
Workbrain provides Web-based 
software to optimize the depKiyment 
and management of large work­
forces. Chistomers such as Lowe’s, 
International Steel ('imup, JB F Flint 
have chosen Workbrain solutions to 
automate workforce planning, 
scheduling, time and attendance, 
employee self-service and business 
intelligence. Workbrain delivers Fast 
return on investment to clients in 
focus industries such as retail, manu­
facturing, transportation, healthcare, 
financial services, and law enforce­
ment. The company employs over 
6(K) employees in 26 offices in the 
United States, C!anada, Australia and 
the UK.
WorleyParsons
(ilolsal supplier of engineering 
and construction management ser­
vices tor the petrochemical and 
power industries. I'riniary offices in 
Houston.TX, Arcadia, (!A, Reading. 
1*A, and London, UK. A 
WorleyParsons ( asmpany.
York International
York is a Fortune .500 company 
formed in 1874 in York, 
Pennsylvania. Focused exclusively 
on the FFVAC;&P. industry, with 
over 23,(MK) employees in over 1(H) 
countries. York designs, manufac­
tures, sells and services commercial 
air conditioning systems, industrial 
refrigeration systems, residential and 
light commercial heating and air- 
conditioning systems and compres­
sors for residential and commercial 
air-conditioning.
/
/
Places to pick the perfect pumpkin
fany Dias
íMltV
Many Cal Poly student; are preparing for Halloween by decorating their hoin^^vith pumpkins.^^me go to the same spots 
every year toinj^f their pumpkins, whil^^bthers buy to support focal farmers.
‘Tm  either buyiiig nry pumpkins frbni the Vistas farmers market or at a patch just off o f Los Osos Valley Road,'* 
graphic communication senior Nicole Krause sauf, *i n c ^  J a ^ -o ’-lanterns in my house for ambiancii.*'
The only pumpkItUjgenior architected engineerDavc i3 ^ ^ c n  is buying will go into a pie crust,
“1 leave the pumpkin buying to m'^irlffiend.*' Lambert Mid. "She already purchased them ffom J^^aVailey Barn.’
Tenley M( gurk a^^itccture senior, buys her pumpkins at the same place each October. '
"Last year I boug^ them from Albertsons, so that’s what I’m probably going to do this year,1:oo" said.
^^3ut in case vmfVe still looking for the perfect spot to pick a pumpkiit, here ary a few local pumpkin patches that offer 
more harvest activities for your buck. Here are three nearby spots d jn^re Currently selling punipkii^________________
Want to support other C^ il I’oly 
students? Then visit Cal Poly U- 
Piek. Lhis patch is located on farm 
25 and is open every Saturd.iy form 
10 a.111. to 2 p.m. through the end of 
( )ctober.
C'al Loly U-l*ick features a corn 
maze and pick-your-own gourds. 
I’umpkins range from SI to SS.They 
will also have a haunted corn maze 
O ct.-50.
Wiint another way to support Cal 
I'oly? Buy your pumpkins at the stu­
dent Farmers’ Market in Sierra 
Vista. The market is held every 
Mond.iy frxMii 4:30 to 0:30 p.m. 
I’umpkins range fmm S2 to S5.
When a regular pumpkin excur­
sion just won’t do, Avila Valley 
Barn provides h.iy rides, fruit and 
vegetable stands, ro.isted corn and a 
difficult .idult hay maze.
O/SJ
I
The farm offers a wide selection 
and is open from 9 a.m. to 0 p.m. 
Pumpkins cost 25 cents per pound.
Avila Valley Barn is located at 560 
Avila Road. C.ill 595-2H16.
For those who like to mix 
pumpkins and ponies. La Familia 
Ranch is just off U.S. Highway 1 
in San Luis Obispo and offers a 
baby animal farm and petting zoo, 
along with a traditional pumpkin 
patch.The Ranch is open until dusk 
thmugh Oct. 31.
La Familia Ranch is located at 
4757 Los Osos Valley Road. C'all 
544-6142.
I’umpkins are currently priced 
three for SI2 at the Albertsons in 
the Laguna Shopping center on Los 
Osos Valley Road. I’umpkins at the 
Albertsons on Foothill Boulevard 
are priced at three for SI6.
BRENNAN ANGEL .MUSIANO DAll Y
/’iVk’ up lomorrow's MustiWi’ Daily for a '¡¡uide on how to carve your pumpkin into a spooky Jack-o'-lantcrn.
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to get some 
Aviln
“ I don’t know where 
to get them  around 
here, but I saw some 
huge ones driving 
through Paso.”
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G O P  should embrace Supreme C ourt nom inee Miers
Joshua Huck
DAILY TLXAN (U. TfcXAS)
AUST IN,Texas - Substantial 
amounts of ink have been dedicated 
to dissecting Harriet Miers, Bush’s 
Supreme C’ourt nominee to replace 
the departing Sandra Hay 
O ’CxMinor. Even in the pages of 
T he Daily Texan, two editorials have 
already taken on Bush’s pick, both 
in negative light.
The internet “blogosphere” is in 
overdrive with histh the Left and 
Kight wondering exactly what Bush 
was thinking when he settled on 
Miers. Her history indicates a rain­
bow of ideological interests. With 
no judicial experience and a mid­
dling record, she has big shoes to 
fill, following the C')’Connor legacy.
What’s more, her nomination is 
fresh on the heels of the recent con­
firmation of Chief Justice John 
Roberts, a man that Republican 
Sen. Sam Brownback rightfully 
called a “rock star’’ in his field. 
Roberts argued in fmnt of the 
Supreme Court 3b times, winning 
25 of those cases. Harriet "■■■
Miers never faced our 
county’s high court in a 
case.
Because of her 
inscrutability, prominent 
right-wingers are furiously 
calling for a “do-over’’ M B H
asserting that Bush has wasted a 
chance to secure a solid conservative 
in the court and possibly is inadver­
tently pulling a “Soiiter.’’ I )avid 
Souter, a Cieorge H.W Bush 
Supreme Court nominee, has leaned 
left on many court rulings during 
his tenure on the bench.
From Pat Buchanan to Ann
Coulter, volleys are coming from all 
directions on the Right, pitting 
party factions against each other and 
the President.
So what’s all the fuss about?
One of the CC^P’s most repeated
From Pat Buchanan to A nn  
Coulter, volleys are coniinyi from all 
directions on the R{<^ ht, pittinci 
party factions a<,iainst each other and 
the ¡^resident.
hearing, some Democrats worked 
themselves into a tizzy trying to 
gauge where Roberts stood on 
issues such as abortion and privacy 
rights. Roberts showed no cards, 
and was confirmed without any sig- 
■■■ nificant revelations.
Republicans stuck to their guns 
throughout and defended 
Roberts’ dissembling on the 
grounds that lucidity would 
compmmise his future position 
on the court.
Now the Right is stuck
talking points regards those pesky 
“activist judges” that “legislate from 
the bench.”This always has always 
been a disingenuous attack on our 
judicial system.The real pmblem the 
CiOP has with these activist judges 
is that they don’t “legislate from the 
bench” in the Right’s favor.
During the Roberts confirmation
between a rock and a hard place, 
having carried the Fifth 
Amendment into the Roberts con­
firmation as their standard, they 
have no leg to stand on in trying to 
figure out Miers, a nominee even 
more frustratingly opaque than 
Roberts. So instead of feeling her 
out and appearing to flip-flop.
they’re merely calling for her nomi­
nation to be withdrawn. 
Unfortunately, Bush isn’t budging. 
Friday morning he told reporters 
that, “she | Miers] is going to be on 
the bench.”
I have no doubt that Bush, his 
advisers and Miers have spoken very 
frankly about the gravity of this 
appointment in an issue-specific 
matter, despite Bush’s oft-repeated 
metaphor that he has no “litmus 
test.”The White House has niount- 
eil a fierce campaign to reassure the 
conservative leaders that Miers will 
represent their agenda, but one 
wonders what information they’re 
using if not the “alkalinity” or “acid­
ity” of Miers’ convictions.
Anyone who believes that the 
White House didn’t test the waters 
of Miers’ ideology before presenting 
her to the public is delusional.
LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR
Salsa censorship attacks 
First Amendment rights
The censoring of the Cal Poly 
Salsa Club appalls me.To cover a 
poster that is printer paper-sized is 
ridiculous. I fiilly agree with Billy 
Chenoweth when he says it is not 
illegal; it’s our right stated in the 
First Amendment, Freedom O f 
E.xpression.
Charlie Roberts is a beautiful 
woman, and if she has no problem 
with the picture, why should anyone 
else? I found that the poster attract­
ed the curiosity of many people and 
the results were phenomenal. But for 
people to be offended is ludicrous. 
Why not censor Maxim, or FHM? 
They show the same, if not more, 
than the club’s poster ever showed. 
Cod forbid you see a little cleavage 
on a poster, as if you don’t see 
enough on campus. Or worse, a 
man’s bare chest, (iuys walk around 
without shirts all owr campus. If 
you don’t want a guy walking 
around without his shirt, don’t Kxik 
at him. Same for the ptister. If you 
don’t like it, don’t kxik. Pure and 
simple.
Phil Bowman
Animal scicttcc sophomore
Salsa complaints are ludi­
crous, as is club's response
1 am writing in response to the 
appalling censorship of the Cl^alsa
posters which have fallen under 
heavy fire for their “offensive” con­
tent. As a student at Cal Poly, I take 
great offense to the complaints of 
those who call the advertisements 
“inappropriate.”
How is a photograph featuring 
Charlie Roberts, which contains less 
exposed skin than all of your favorite 
TV shows, music videos and possibly 
your own reflections, to be consid­
ered offensive? OK, now also answer 
me this: Is there an entire college at 
Cal Poly devoted to the arts, which 
include graphic design, drawing and 
photiigraphy?
Being an art student, among other 
things, I can understand why the club 
would choose such an image to rep­
resent their ideals. Salsa is a sensual 
dance that melds two people in a 
whirlwind of music and movement -  
the ads symbolize the excitement and 
emotion of the dance. And besides, it’s 
not as if the poster contains any 
“nudity” in the first place.
On a polar note, I scold the 
CT’Salsa Club for simply laying down 
to the kind of oppression that tha*at- 
ens our creative thought on a larger 
battlefield outside our quiet campus.
1 can understand the club’s desire to 
avoid unwanted damage to their 
grow’ing popularity’, but after seeing 
those unfortunate (although pleasant­
ly amusing) advisory stickers that 
claim to be “protecting innocence,” I 
have to question any reason I might 
haw for joining the club. Do I want 
to assLX'iate myself with a group that 
cannot fight for what they believe in? 
My answer is most definitely “no.”
Jim  Weise
Art and dcsi)in sophomore
Comparing salsa and 
scuba posters
You thought THAT salsa was hot!
I just finished reading the article 
about the CPSalsa poster and 
instantly thought of this poster I saw 
last year right as I walked into the 
gym. Yeah, I’m sure a few of you out 
there already know which one I’m 
talking about. It’s that scuba diving 
club poster with the very attractive, 
very naturally beautiful woman, who 
I’m certain is one of the nicest girls 
on campus. She just looks like that 
cool girl you always want as a friend 
because she’s so down to just kick 
back whenever and laughs a lot and 
always has a good time.
I’ll apologize to her in advance 
for pointing her out in this letter, 
but you have to run a picture of that 
poster alongside the CPSalsa poster, 
and you tell me which one shows 
more. I haven’t seen one on any of 
the walls around campus because 
I’m sure they’re all framed and 
hanging over people’s beds, but there 
is one left in a glass showcase bul­
letin board right next to one of 
these CPSalsa posters on the bottom 
floor of the UU.
Yeah the psister isn’t banned, it’s 
enshrined!
It just amazes me; if we can han­
dle that flaming hot poster we 
should be able to handle this new 
mildly spicy salsa ptister. Once again, 
I apologize to the nice girl for 
bringing you into this debate. Don’t 
hold It against me if we meet some­
day.
Aric Stone
Mechanical eni^ ineerini^  senior
Professor Lynn’s actions 
highly offensive
I find professor Lynn’s stance on 
the CPSalsa club’s posters absolutely 
appalling. In my opinion, censorship 
should only be used in instances that 
warrant its use. This is obviously not 
one of them. The posters are not 
displaying pornographic images nor 
are they displaying full nudity. All I 
see is one quarter of one breast!
In the Monday edition of the 
Mustang Daily, professor Lynn pro­
fesses that we must “preserve the 
innocence” of the Cal Poly students, 
faculty and guests. Are you kidding 
me!? This is a universtiy, not a con­
vent. Lynn also adds that “We’re 
coming from a standpoint of being 
professionals and having a dignified 
work environment.” Once again, 
my point stands that this is a univer­
sity and I doubt that these images 
really threatened anyone’s work 
environment. If pmfessor Lynn is 
offended over this issue, I think that 
she is in the wrxxig line of work.
Onsoring quasi-questionable 
material is highly offensive to me 
and to most students, faculty and
LETTER
POLICY
Send us your love, hate and more
Mustang Daily reserves the right 
to edit letters for grammar, profan­
ities and length. Letters, commen­
taries and cartoons do not repre­
sent the views of the Mustang 
Daily. Please limit length to 250
others who value living in a society 
free from such control. I am truly 
sorry that something like this makes 
a very small minority uncomfort­
able, but censorship is not the 
answer. Half of the girls on campus 
wear more revealing clothes on a 
daily basis. Do you want to cover 
them up with a gigantic Cal Poly 
advisory sticker too? Women have 
breasts deal with it!
4
Ryan Kompanik
Microbiology senior
MUSTANG
DAILY
CORRECTIONS
The Musung Daily staff takes 
pride in publishing a daily newspa­
per for the Cal Pol>' campus and 
the neighboring coinniunity. We 
appreciate your readership and are 
thankful for your careful trading. 
Please send your correcnon 
suggestions to 
inustangslailyia gniail. com
words. Letters should include the 
w'riter’s full name, phone number, 
major and cla.ss standing. Letters 
must come from a ('al Poly e-mail 
account. Do not send letters as an 
anachment. Please send the text in 
the body of the e-mail.
By e-mail:
mustangdaily(^gmail.com 
By mail:
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Building 26, Room 226 
C:al Poly, SLO, CA 93407
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Football continues upward trend,
N o. 6  in E SPN /U SA  Today poU
Cial l^ily is one position away 
from its highest ranking ever in 
Division 1-AA football.
(^il l\)ly climbed three positions 
to No. (t in the two NCAA Division 
1-AA polls following its 37-6 victo­
ry over then-No. 12 North Dakota 
State on Saturday in Mustang 
Stadium.The Bison fell to No. IS in 
the two polls.
(ial Poly was ranked as high as 
No. 5 in the 2004 polls, winning its 
first seven games before suffering 
back-to-back losses to UC" Davis 
and Eastern Washington. Prior to the 
2004 season,C'al Polys highest rank­
ing was No. 14 after winning its first 
three games of the 2003 season. C'al
Botk 8bae0
C ro.ssword E(jited by Will Shortz
ACROSS
1 Congregation 
leader
6 Noted nnovie 
tem er
10 Excellent, in 
slang
14 Colum nist 
Goodman
15 Very top
16 Prefix in the 
airplane industry
17 Large antelope
18 Num bers game
19 A bit blue
20 False runwr 
about seafood?
23 Needle part
24 W histle blower
25 "Delta of Venus" 
author
26 Barnyard sound
29 40c per fifth  of
a m ile, in New 
York City'?
32 Greek earth 
goddess Var.
35 New Deal 
program , for 
short
36 C. S. Lew is’s
’The Chronicles 
o f___ ■
37 It’S trapped 
indoors
38 Finis
40 Polish border 
river
41 Protozoan
44 Preschooler
46 Guernsey, e g , 
in the English 
Channel
47 Holy chicken?
50 D isco ___, ‘ The
Sim psons’
character
51 A Perón
52 Tim berwolves’ 
org,
53 Onetim e United 
rival
56 Chic 
scavenger?
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I Usually 
unopened mail 
' Eisenhower's 
Korean 
counterpart 
! George Burns 
movie
S t,___ , spring
break mecca 
I Evening on Mt 
Etna
Mapquest 
offering 
Parrots 
Mince words? 
“Fabulous!"
DOWN
Witherspoon of 
“Vanity Fair- 
Put to rest, as 
fears
Proclaim loudly 
Not stay rigid 
A Gandhi 
Rest awhile 
Oil price-setting 
grp
Lessee 
Tony Blair, 
co llegiately 
C atherine who 
wed Henry VIII 
Sweat 
absorbers 
Parabola, 
essentially 
Play (With) 
Queue cue 
Koum ikova of 
tennis
Sharon o f Israel 
On (how 
pranks may be 
done)
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29 Spud
30 Domingo
31 C-3PO, e g., for 
short
32 Lens
33 Shoot for
34 Immunize 
39 C onductor’s
cue. maybe 
42 Shade of red
|40
43 Unfavorable
45 Forbidden Var
48 Redeemed, as 
a check
49 Stubble 
rem overs
53 Advice to a 
base runner 
before leaving 
b^se
54 Penned
55 Viper
57 Iowa college 
town
58 Actress Garr
59 Mao colleague
60 Bathroom 
installation
61 (je t-u p a n d -g o
For answers, call 1-900-285-5656 $1 20 a minute, or. with a 
credit card. 1 -800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the last 50 years 1-888-7-ACROSS 
Online subscnpiions Today’s puzzle and more than 2,000 
past puzzles nytimes.com/crosswords (S34 95 a year). 
Share tips nytimes com/puzzleforum Crosswords for young 
solvers nytimes com4earnir»g/xwords
Poly was ranked No. 16 in the final 
poll of the 1697 season, finishing 10- 
1.
The Mustangs were ranked 17th 
in both 2003 preseason polls. After a 
3H-10 win over then-No. 11 
Montana State on Sept. 17, ('al Poly 
climbed to No. 12. The Mustangs 
opened defense of their (ireat West 
Football CAuiference title with a 24- 
16 victory at South Dakota State on 
Sept. 24 and jumped to No. 10 in 
the polls, then climbed one more 
position to No. 9 following their 31- 
14 triumph at Northern (Colorado.
Besides No. 2 Montana and No. 
IH Ntirth Dakota State, other C'al 
Poly opponents in the rankings this
week include No. S/9 Montana 
State and No. 12 Eastern 
Washington. Idaho State dropped 
out of the top 2.3 after falling 32-10 
to Montana on Saturday.
The initial (iridiron Power Index 
(dPl) was released by 1-AA.org last 
week. The BC'S-style rankings 
placed ('al Poly No. 4 with a 7.67 
score. New Hampshire was No. 1, 
followed by North Dakota State, 
Appalachian State, the Mustangs 
and, tied for No. 3, Montana and 
James Madison.
Cal Poly has a bye this week and 
visits Montana for a 12:03 p.m. 
Pacific kickoff- on Saturday, Oct. 22, 
in Missoula, MT.
The ESPN/USA Today Division 1-AA Top 23 college football coaches 
poll, with number of first-place votes, record in parentheses, total points and 
last weeks ranking (records through October S, 2003):
TEAM PTS PVS
1. SOUTHERN ILLINCTIS (24) (4-1) 1,177 2
2. MONTANA (9) (4-1) 1,151 4
3.WESTERN KENTUCKY (7) (4-1) 1,149 3
4.JAMES MADISCTN (4-1) 1,045 5
3. FURMAN (5-1) 9S7 7
6. CAL P(-)LY (3) (5-1) 9S2 9
7. HAMPTCJN (6) (6-0) 96.3 8
S. MC-)NTANA STATE (4-2) S16 10
9.TEXAS STATE (1) (4-1) 780 14
10. NEW HAMPSHIRE (4-1) 772 1
11. WILLI AM & MARY (3-2) 714 17
12. EASTERN WASHINCTC'IN (3-2) 703 13
13. MASSACHUSETTS (4-1) 646 18
14. NC-IRTHERN R-IWA (.3-2) 349 6
13.YOUNGSTOWN STATE (.3-1) 446 22
16. CC'IASTAL CAROLINA (4-1) 420 19
17.GEOR(;iA SOUTHERN (4-2) 39() 23
IS. N O Rl H DAKOFA STATE (4-2) .368 12
19.APPA1 ACHIAN STATE (.3-2) 2(>4 16
20. NORTHW ESTERN STAI E (2-2) 248 21
21. LEHIGH (.3-2) 2.30 11
22..SOU FH c:AR01 INA STAT E (4-1) 218 24
23. STEPHEN PAUSI IN (4-1) 210 NR
24. DELAWARE (.3-2) 203 13
23. MCNEESE ST ATE (2-1) 1.31 NR
Dmpped Out: No. 2o MARVAKD, No. 23 IDAHO .SI 
Others Receiving Votes: HOESTK A I.^S.CiR.^MBl INC 7(>, PO R I- 
l AND ST.M E 74. Al ABAMA STATE 71. MISSOURI SI ATE 63. 
l Al.^YET IE 42. lOWSON -V/. WOFFORD 33. HOIY C lU-iSS 22. 
PENN 20. IDAHO STAFF, 1.3.V( ES FERN CAROl INA 14. PRINCF- 
FON l.T HARVARD 9. NORTHE.^STERN S. NIC'HOl I S S F.M F (.
Earn $100-$2(X)/shift. No experience necessary 
International Bartender School will be back in SLO one week only. Day/Eve 
classes Job placement pt. time/full time openings, limited seating, call today'
1-800-859-4109 www.bartendusa.ia
C L A S S I F I E D
HELP WANTED
BILINGUAL CASE MANAGER 
Non-profit agency is seeking a 
compassionate, flexible bilingual 
case manager to join its service 
team. Knowledge of domestic 
violence and child abuse preferred. 
Full-time. Some weekend and 
evening hours. $2,437/month. 
Mail resume by 10/19/05 to 
Women’s Shelter Program,
PO Box 125,
San Luis Obispo. CA 93406
Fun gymnastics coaches 
needed for kids all ages + levels 
,805) 466 1483
HELP WANTED
Swim Instructor Lifegaurds
Teach lessons! Must be good with 
kids. Training will be provided.
5 Cities Swim Club 
(805) 481-6399
MESA ENGINEERING Program is 
hiring math/science/engr. major 
interested in tutoring high school 
and middle school students. 
Email Humza at: 
cazmuch@uahoo.com
Classified Ads Welisrie
Featured Ads, graphics, website 
links, and more... 
www.mustangdaily.net
HOMES FOR SALE
SLO Mobile Home 
2 Bdrm, 2 bath, large lot. 
low rent, very clean, washer/dryer, 
jacuzzi tub $104,500 
(805) 544-9004 
(805) 543-9258
CAMPUS CLUBS
Got a flip side?
Join Philipino Cultural Exchange! 
Find out more at: 
www.pceslo.com
GET YOUR CUSSIFIED AD IN 
THE DAILY NOW!! 756-1143
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Metro Cafe
SLO downtown centre 
Breakfast, lunch, dinner, and 
desserts!
15% off all students
Want to make a difference 
in your community?
Join Beyond Shelter to raise 
homelessness awareness and 
help sheltered families
Seeking large desk donation to 
Women’s Shelter Program 
(805) 7816401
FOR SALE
Male fire-belly toad looking for a 
caring new owner, (for sale) 
(408) 821-6253
LOST AND FOUND
Lost keys on red carabiner 
Reward $30 
(805) 550-6685
Cingular LG phone found at 
Volleyball game. 
Contact: (805) 234-2348
Watch found near bldg, busstop 
mschuste@calpoly.edu 
(805) 462-2412
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WDmeiis soccer overcomes Anteaters in Irvine
MUSTANC; DAILY STAFF REPORT
Cal Poly rebounded from its 4-2 
loss at Long Beach State Friday to 
knock offUC Irvine 2-1 at Anteater 
Stadium Sunday.
Fueled by goals from senior 
Becky (dark and junior Fleidi 
McQuitty, Cal Poly improved to 9- 
2-3 overall and 1-1 in Big West 
(a)nference play.
“ It was a tale of two halves,” coach 
Alex Oozier said at a news confer­
ence Monday.
Crozier said that the first half was 
one of the best the team had played 
and that the second half was one of 
the worst.
(]lark got the scoring started in 
the 17th minute as teammate Sarah 
Squires lofted a free kick to Clark 
near the goalpost and (dark rilled it
into the net for her sixth goal of the 
season.
A red card in the 31st minute led 
to Cal Poly junior Kelsey Carroll’s 
ejection, leaving the Mustangs short- 
handed for the remainder of the 
game.
1 )espite being a player down, Cal 
Poly scored again in the 46th 
minute. Cal Poly’s Alix Cx)hen sent a 
free kick into the Irvine’s box, set­
ting up Mc(.^uitty for her first goal 
of the season.
Using the player advantage to its 
favor, Irvine stayed competitive. The 
Anteaters scored in the 64th minute 
as freshman Kathleen Lemieux 
delivered a corner kick into the box. 
The Anteaters’ Makenzie Beahm 
came up with the ball and beat 
Mustang goalie Liz Hill, cutting Cdil 
Polv’s lead to 2-1.
Irvine couldn’t muster enough 
offense to score the equalizer. Cal 
Poly’s defense clamped down with 
two-time Big West defensive player 
of the year. Sierra Simmons, leading 
the Mustangs.
Hill finished the day with two 
saves. Irvine goalie Kosie Aguilera 
had three saves.
C'al Poly out shot Irvine H-6 in a 
highly penalized match — Irvine 
was whistled for 21 fouls 
to C^ il Poly’s 17.
Besides C'.arroll’s red card,
C^ il Poly’s Sharon Day also received 
a vellow card, her first of the sea-t
(Carroll will be unable to partici 
pate in Frid.iy’s game against (ial 
State Fullerton due to the red 
card. C'arroll’s absence may turn 
out good for the team Oozierf
said.
“It’s going to allow someone to 
step up and maybe bring a new 
dynamic onto the field,” Oozier 
said.
Cal Poly plays its next match on 
Friday at Mustang Stadium against 
the Titans (10-3, 2-1) at 7:30. The 
Mustangs also host UC" 
Kiverside on Sunday at 
p.m.
SHEII.A 
SOBCHIK
MUSTANC. DAII Y
Cal Poly for­
ward Kelsey 
e n ro ll challenges for 
a ball against 
Washington State’s 
Natalie Elkind on 
Sept. 23. The 
teams tied 
1- 1.
Women’s Soccer 
Record: 9-2-3 overall, 1-1 Big 
West
Last week: Defeated by Long 
Beach State 4-2, defeated U (' 
Irvine 2-1
This Week: Friday vs. Cal State 
Fullerton, 7:30 p.m. at Mustang 
Stadium; Sunday vs. UC 
Riverside, 1 p.m. at Mustang 
Stadium
C urrent ranking: No. 24 by
the NSCAA/ADIDAS poll 
(current as of 10/5)
Stat Leaders:
Coals - Sharon Day 6, Becky 
Clark 6, Kelsey C'arroll 5, Ashley 
Vallis 3
Assists - Day 4. Vallis 2, Sarah 
Squires 2
G arnett garners G reat 
W est player o f the week V t
M ' l 'K l s  I N l i iR M M I O N  RI IMR 1
Players from ( /il Poly and South 
Daki)ta State h.ive earned Creat 
West Football (T)nference pl.iyer of 
the week honors tor their perfor­
mances m games on S.iturday.
Cal Polv qu.irterback .Anthony
C. irnett was selected as offensive 
pl.iyer of the week while South
D. ikot.i State cornerb.K k Hank 
,Mc( all e.irned defensive pl.iyer of 
the week honors.
South I )akota State pl.ice kicker 
P.irker Douglass was named special 
te.nns pl.iyer of the week for the 
second time this se.ison.
In a pair ofCre.it West Football 
Conference games S.iturday. No. 9 
('.il Poly defeated No. 12 North 
Dakota State 37-6 at Mustang 
Stadium, w hile South I ).'ikot.i State 
edged UC' Davis 16-14 in Sioux 
Falls, S.D. Northern (Tilorado and 
Southern Utah had byes.
I bis Saturd.iy's schedule includes 
just one Creat West Football 
(xMiference game. Southern Utah 
(0-4, (»-()) at UC Davis (2-3. 0-1). 
The remaining four (ìreat W'est 
Football CTiiiference members. 
North Dakota State (4-2, 0-1). C\d 
Ptily (5-1. .5-0), South Dakota State 
(.5-3, 1-1) and Northern ('olorado 
(2-3, 0-1), all have byes this week.
( i.irnett, .i senior from Se.iside. 
Calif., threw .i season-high three 
touchdow n p.isses in C/il Poly's win 
over North I ).ikot.i St.ite.
The senior completed 1 I of 16 
p.isses for lot) yards, including scor­
ing strikes of (>3 v.iriis to Fred.ile 
lolver. It) yards to K.inises Barden 
,iiui three yards to Adam (ieorge. .ill 
111 the second qu.irter as the 
■Mustangs built ,i 27 o halftime 
lead.
,M‘-1 all not only led South 
1 ).ikot.i St.ite in tackles w ith I 1. but 
he ni.ule two of the biggest pl.iys in 
the l.ickrabbits' win over U (' 
I ).i\Ts. McC i^lI broke up a two- 
point conversion attempt by U (' 
Davis with 2:<i5 to play, preserving 
SDSU's Ii)-I4 lead, and had an 
interception, returned 13 yards, to 
set up SDSU's lone touclHlown 
drive. I le also broke up two passes.
1 )ougl.iss kicked three field goals 
and an extra point in South I ).ikot.i 
State's victory over U (' Davis. His 
middle field goal was a school- 
rectsrd 54-yarder.
Earlier m the game, he connect­
ed fmni 55 yards, but the pl.iy was 
nullified by a holding penalty after 
which he just missed from 65 
yards. I )ouglass' other notewtirthy 
kicks were from 3S and 32 vards.
C O N F E R E N C E
M t t r s  s o u t K r w L r
UC Sontii Bartwro 3 e 1 6 2 2
UC Irvine 3 e e 6 3 2
Col Stote Northridge 2 • 1 6 2 2
Col Stote Fullerton e 2 0 2 7, 1
Col Poly e 3 0 4 7 0
UC Riverside e 3 e 2 8 1
S O U t K W L r y i f r
UC Riverside 3 0 0 9 3 1
Long Beoch Stote 3 1 0 10 3 1
Col Stote Fullerton 2 1 0 10 3 0
Col Poly 1 1 0 9 2 3
UC Sonto Bort>oro 1 1 0 7 7 0
Pocific e 3 0 7 6 1
UC Irvine e 3 0 3 10 1
U r w L r
UC Sonto ^rboro 4 1 0 B 7 0
Long Beoch Stote 3 1 0 13 4 0
Pocific 3 1 0 9 7 0
Col Poly 4 2 0 11 4 0
Col Stote Fullerton 3 2 0 11 7 0
UC Riverside 1 4 0 12 5 0
Col Stote Morthridge 1 4 0 3 13 0
UC Irvine e 4 0 6 11 0
Player spotlight: Troy Swier, cross country
Nick Coury
MliSTANli DAIIY
W'hen your father used to run. and your 
bmther was an acclaimed runner at your col­
lege before you arrived, all you can ilo is run 
too.
Troy Swier is a 19-year-oId business admin­
istration major and a native of San Diego.This 
is his second year at (!al Poly, but under 
NC'AA rngulations, he is a freshman in terms 
of eligibility because he red-shirted last year.
Swier runs long distance on both the emss 
country and track team, where he specializes 
the 5 and lUK races. With the amount of run- 
, ning he does, Swier is following, literally, in 
the footsteps of his family.
“My dad used to run when he was a kid.
and he kind of got me into it.” Swier said.“My 
bmther was running really well at the time (in 
high school), and he is one of my hemes, and 
I want to be just like him.”
Swier started running in seventh grade on a 
small-time track team, and ran on a club team 
in high school. He graduated in 200.5 from 
Mar Vista High School where he ran both 
emss country and track. Swier then moved to 
San Luis Obispo where he continued running, 
this time under the training of his bmther 
Blake’s former coach. Mark ('.onover.
“Tmy brings a lot (m the team),” C'onover 
said. “He has a great personality'. He is just a 
guy that you got to like.” Ca>nover is the he.ul 
coach of the emss country team and an .issis- 
tant track coach.
('onover said it is nice to have a well-
munded runner on the team, and encourages 
Sw ier to go all the w.iy with his goal of t>ne 
d.iy making it on the Olympic team. Some 
may say running is boring, but Swier takes it 
all in stride.
“It's gi>od exercise and a good confidence 
bmister. But if yoii'm in a sport and you’re 
doing well there it helps in other .ispects of life 
too,” Swier said. “Kunning encouraged me to 
do well in school as well.”
Swier has been running so long, he is not 
sure ofwh.it else he could be doing.
“At this point I couldn't fathom a life with­
out running right now,” Swier said. “It's crazy 
to think about how I h.ive been running so 
long that if I just stopped cold turkey right 
now, it would be weird.”
